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Chapter 1

Introduction

The advances in modern technology development and future technology changes dictate new chal-
lenges and requirements to the engineering and provision ofService Based Applications. These appli-
cations should become drastically more flexible; they should be able to operate and evolve in highly
dynamic environments, being able to adequately react to various changes in these environments. In
these settings, adaptability becomes a key feature of SBA asit provides a way for applications to
continuously change itself in order to satisfy new requirements and demands dictated by the environ-
ment.

The range of the possible changes that require application adaptation includes the changes in
the infrastructural layer of the application, where the quality of service changes or service becomes
unavailable; changes of the (hybrid) application context and location, where SBA should be able to
replace one service by another possibly having other properties and parameters; changes of the user
types, preferences, and constraints that require application customization and personalization as a
means to adapt the application behavior to a particular user; changes in the functionalities provided
by the component services that requires modifying the way inwhich services are composed and coor-
dinated; changes in the ways the SBA is being used and managedby its consumers, which should lead
to changes in the application requirements and the businessprocesses implementing them. The ability
of the application to adapt strongly relies on the presence of monitoring mechanisms and facilities.
With monitoring we mean the methods and mechanisms that allow one to identify, detect, and even
foresee the critical events and situations that occur in theSBA environment and that require the latter
to change its configuration, behavior, presentation, etc. As these events occur at different functional
layers of SBAs, namely the business process layer, the service composition layer, and the service
infrastructure layer, there is a need for the cross-cuttingmonitoring techniques and methodologies for
SBAs.

The life-cycle of adaptable SBAs1 with respect to the adaptation and monitoring tasks consists of
the following phases:

• identification and agreement on critical requirements and properties of the underlying SBA
that should be continuously observed. This may include the relevant behavioral requirements,
non-functional constraints, Key Performance Indicators (KPI), contextual properties, etc.

• design of an observation model of the applications, i.e., specifying relevant monitoring infor-
mation using the corresponding notations and toolkits (design for monitoring).

• deployment of monitors and sensors together with the underlying application.

• monitoring the relevant execution properties of the application instances. Such monitoring may
be performed at run-time, in parallel with the application execution, or post-mortem, i.e., after
the execution.

1as defined and presented in Deliverable PO-JRA-1.1.1 “Stateof the art report on software engineering design knowl-
edge and Survey of HCI and contextual Knowledge”
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Figure 1.1: Adaptation and Monitoring Research

• identification of critical events and situations in accordance with the monitoring specification.
These events may correspond to the contextual changes, violation of requirements and service-
level-agreements (SLA), etc.

• identification of adaptation needs and requirements, that is, whether the application should be
changed (adapted), and what part of the application is the subject to change.

• definition and selection of the corresponding adaptation strategy that aims to achieve the adap-
tation need given the current operational state. Such strategy may be defined by the system
integrator at design-time or automatically at run-time based on predefined policies and current
situation.

• enactment of the adaptation strategy that, upon successfulimplementation, leads to a new ver-
sion of the system. Such modification may change only a currently executed application in-
stance or the whole application model.

• re-activation of the modified application in the current operational context. As a result, the
application may be completely re-deployed, or the execution may continue from the previous
state according to the new model.

Seen from a global perspective, the research activities on monitoring and adaptation may be rep-
resented as in Fig 1.1. It relies on a number of key concepts, namelyMonitoring Events, Monitoring
Mechanisms, Adaptation Requirements and Objectives, Adaptation Strategies, andAdaptation Mech-
anisms. These concepts identify the overall vision on the development and provision of adaptable and
flexible service-based applications (SBA).

• Monitoring Mechanismsprovide the actual realization of the methods for continuous observing
and detecting relevant Monitoring Events; they identify the “How?” dimension of the monitor-
ing process.

• Monitoring Eventsdeliver the information about the application evolution and changes in the
environment. These events define the “What?” dimension of the monitoring process: they are
used to indicate whether the SBA is executed and evolves in a normal mode, whether there are
some deviations or even violations of the desired or expected functionality.

• The events identified during the monitoring process carry the information about potential changes
that the system and / or the underlying platform should perform in order to adapt to a new sit-
uation. The relation between the monitoring events and the changes of SBA are defined by the
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Adaptation Requirements and Objectives. These requirements identify the “What?” dimension
of the adaptation process as they describe the goals and needs the adapted SBA should satisfy.

• The Adaptation Strategiesdefine the possible ways to achieve these requirements and needs
given the adaptation mechanisms made available (independently) in different functional layers
of SBA. The adaptation strategies should guarantee coherent and integrated cross-layer man-
agement of these adaptation techniques.

• TheAdaptation Mechanismsprovided at various functional SBA layers offer a means to actu-
ally implement the adaptation strategies in integrated andcoordinated manner.

The research on the problem of monitoring and adaptation of SBA is not performed in isolation;
it is strongly related and relies upon the activities performed in other research areas. The research
on engineering and design of SBAs provides approaches, principles, methods and notations for iden-
tifying and describing relevant changes in the applicationand the corresponding events (design for
monitoring), for defining and representing adaptation requirements and objectives (design for adapta-
tion). State of the art in design and engineering SBAs, and, in particular, adaptable SBAs is presented
in Deliverable PO-JRA-1.1.1. The research on the realization mechanisms for SBAs will provide var-
ious tools that will be used to implement monitoring and adaptation activities at different functional
layers. Deliverables PO-JRA-2.1.1, PO-JRA-2.2.1, and PO-JRA-2.3.1 present state of the art in real-
ization mechanisms for business process management, for service composition and coordination, and
for service infrastructure respectively.

These techniques will be used for the definition of the integrated, cross-layer monitoring and
adaptation approaches. On the other side, the continuous evaluation and validation of the obtained
research results will allow us to identify potential problems and gaps in the implementation of cross-
layer approaches, and therefore to devise new requirementsand challenges that should lead to the
development of the new engineering principles and methods,and new realization mechanisms in
the corresponding activities. In this survey we will study and review the relevant monitoring and
adaptation approaches. We will provide a comprehensive classification of the corresponding concepts,
principles, techniques, and methodologies; we will identify the overlaps between various research
activities and reveal the gaps and problems that the research community should address in this area.
The structure of the survey is organized as follows. Chapter2 will present the classification and the
state-of-the-art works in monitoring of service-based applications. Chapter 3 will provide a view on
the adaptation problem and survey the relevant work in this area.
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Chapter 2

Monitoring

2.1 Preliminaries

The term “monitoring” has been widely used in many disciplines and in particular in service-oriented
design and engineering. Depending on a particular purpose of the designed system, on the role
the monitoring process plays in the system life-cycle, and the kind of information being collected,
the definition of the monitoring problem has different interpretations. In a broad sense, monitoring
may be defined asa process of collecting and reporting relevant informationabout the execution
and evolution of service-based applications. This general definition becomes more concrete and
clear when the monitoring goals are considered. Monitoringmay be used to discover problems in
the application execution. In this case monitoring may be defined as a problem of observing the
behavior of a system and determining if it is consistent witha given specification [1]. Monitoring
may support the run-time optimization of a system, when the monitored quality of service properties
of the involved services is used to drive resource allocations. It can also be used to detect relevant
contextual changes and events in order to support context-driven run-time adaptation of SBA; to
collect information relevant for the application evolution, such as, histories of adaptations, decisions
made in different executions, in order to support the evolution and governance of SBA; perform
business activity monitoring, etc.

Another relevant issue for the description of monitoring iswhat kind of data is being observed
and reported, that is, themonitored information. In these regards one can consider monitoring of
functional or non-functional properties, instance or class-based events, external or internal aspects,
etc.

Finally, monitoring approachesused to address one or another monitoring problem, are imple-
mented with the help of variousmonitoring techniques. These approaches and techniques vary on the
basis of such aspects as the way the monitoring information is specified, degree of integration with
the application, timing of collecting information and information sources.

A generic monitoring framework may be defined as follows. Following the definition proposed
in [2], a monitor is a program that observes the execution of another program.The monitor is being
defined and implemented on the basis of themonitoring specificationthat describes the properties
and events to be observed. The actual information is being perceived and delivered to the monitor
by a set ofsensors. This information is being processed by the monitor in orderto decide whether
this information corresponds to the monitored event or property (e.g., certain quality-of-service (QoS)
parameter value exceeded expected bound, a correctness requirement, is violated, or a relevant con-
textual change has occurred). In this case the monitor reports the event to the associatedevent handler,
which performs some associated action or merely writes the event to the corresponding application
log.

In the following section we will give the more detailed classification of the monitoring problem
and review the state of the art in the research on monitoring of service-based applications.

External Final Version 1.0, Dated July 10, 2008 6
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2.2 Classification of Monitoring Aspects

In the classification of the existing approaches to monitoring service-based applications, we will focus
on the following aspects of the monitoring problem:(i) themonitoring task, i.e., what is the purpose
of the monitoring activity within the life-cycle of the SBA and what kind of information is being
observed;(ii) the specification of the monitoring information, that is, how the monitoring problem
is modeled and how the monitoring instructions are specified; (iii) implementation methods and
techniquesexploited by the approach.

We remark that this classification is based on and extends thetaxonomies suggested for the clas-
sification of fault monitoring tools and approaches for software systems [1] and service-oriented ar-
chitectures [3].

2.2.1 Monitoring Task

As we already discussed above, the monitoring approaches may be classified according to the mon-
itoring task addressed by the approach. The monitoring taskaims at answering two key questions,
namely “why monitor?” and “what to monitor?”.

Monitoring goals and objectives

For what concerns the goal of the monitoring activity, the approaches may be tailored to the following
purposes identified in the literature.

• Fault monitoring addresses the problem ofrun-time analysisof the system correctness, i.e.,
checking the system execution and its parameters against certain specifications that distinguish
“correct” and “failing” situations. This amounts, for example, to the run-time verification of
certain behavioral or non-functional properties expectedfrom the system, run-time confor-
mance analysis, when the actual system traces is compared with the system specification, anal-
ysis of service-level agreements, requirements analysis,etc.

• Monitoring is instrumental to perform thediagnosis and recovery (repair)of the identified
faults, i.e., to identify the cause of the problem and drive the actions necessary to return the
system to the “normal” execution.

• Monitoring of quality characteristics of the involved services and components is often used to
instantiate and guide theoptimizationactivities regarding resource allocation in grid computing.

• In a similar way, monitoring of various contextual properties may be required in order to support
dynamic adaptationof the application to the relevant change in its environment. Depending on
the adopted definition of context, this may relate to the monitoring of service registries in order
to discover new useful services or changes in the characteristics of the existing ones; monitoring
of the run-time environment of the application, such as an underlying device or infrastructure;
monitoring of the user-related characteristics (e.g., preferences or accessibility parameters);
monitoring current location and time, etc.

• Business Activity Monitoring(BAM) provides near real-time monitoring of business activities,
measurement of key performance indicators (KPIs), their presentation in dashboards, and auto-
matic and proactive notification in case of deviations. A “business activity” thereby can be im-
plemented as a service orchestration in a BPMS, or, more general, as part of a business process
consisting of a series of activities implemented across workflow systems, enterprise resource
planning (ERP) systems and legacy applications, possibly across organizational boundaries.
The goal of BAM is to provide timely information about the status and the performance of
business processes, and to proactively alert users if business rules are violated or KPI values
deviate from target values.
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• Monitoring activities may be also used to support the long-term adaptation of the service-based
system, also referred to asevolution. In this case the evolutionary aspect speaks about mon-
itoring of different data that represent certain trend in the execution of the process, i.e., the
decisions taken, the relevant values of the process-related data, and the history of this informa-
tion.

Relevant to this issue, is the concept of the stakeholder, which is interested in the monitoring
activity [3]. Run-time analysis of various correctness properties over involved service amounts to the
viewpoint of the service requester: the service should deliver the expected property. The analysis of
SLA conformance may correspond to the third-party viewpoint, where the expectations and commit-
ments of both the requester and provider are considered. Finally, the issues related to the application
adaptations and optimizations correspond to the perspective of the service provider, who is willing to
improve the system and to align it with the new situation and context.

Monitoring objectives may also be characterized by the aspect of the SBA model addressed by
the activity. Many run-time approaches deal with the behavioral properties of the application, such as
conformance to the abstract interaction protocol, varioussafety properties or complex temporal con-
straints, and in certain cases quality of service parameters. Other approaches focus on the contextual
information or business activity and management characteristics, such as business metrics and KPIs,
security-related aspects, etc.

Monitoring Information

For what concerns the definition of the monitoring information, the following key issues may be
considered: the kind of properties it represents (i.e., functional or non-functional, instance-based or
aggregated), the occurrence and distribution of the information (internal or external, centralized or
distributed, functional SBA layer).

Functionalproperties refer to the definition of service operations, their signatures and technical
parameters (e.g., binding information), as well as to the behavioral specifications of the service-based
applications, such as service composition models. The monitored properties, therefore, often reflect
the functional requirements on the underlying system. These properties may refer to the run-time
verification of functional and behavioral requirements, such as pre- and post-conditions on service
calls, signature conformance, properties over the transmitted data, etc. Monitoringnon-functional
properties, on the other side, aims at measuring certain characteristics of the system [3]. The relevant
non-functional properties that are subject of this quantitative analysis are availability, accessibility,
performance, and reliability. The monitored properties may also be divided intoinstance-based,
i.e., related to the current instance of the application (e.g., current instance of a composition), or
aggregated(historical), where the property represents the accumulative information over the relevant
property (e.g., average duration of the business process, or weighted number of times when the certain
event occurred).

The location and distribution of the monitored informationmay be characterized in several di-
mensions. First, the events may beinternal to the application (e.g., internal faults, states changes),
thus characterizing the application execution, orexternal(e.g., contextual), thus characterizing the ap-
plication environment. Second, the information may dependon the collaboration paradigm adopted
by the composition model of the application [3]. In case of orchestration-based compositions, the
application, and therefore the monitor, is tailored to thecentralizedexecution environment. In case of
choreography-based applications, the components of the system act independently performing their
own part of the business process. The information about the state of the application and the performed
task is, therefore,distributed, thus requiring an extra effort for defining and performing overall mon-
itoring activities. Finally, the monitored properties mayrefer to the information that corresponds to
different functional layers of the service-based applications. Business activity monitoring addresses
the information defined at thebusiness process management layer. Monitoring of the QoS properties
usually targets theinfrastructural layer, where the services and underlying middleware protocols are
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defined. The monitoring of behavioral properties and interactions corresponds to thecomposition
layer, where the service composition and message exchanges are specified.

2.2.2 Specification of Monitoring Information

From the design perspective, an important aspect of the classification of the monitoring approaches
refers to the ways the monitoring properties are specified. Even when dealing with the same kind of
monitored information, the approaches may differ in the features of the specification language (e.g.,
formalism used and its expressiveness, modeling methodology), level of abstraction, interleaving with
the application specification, etc.

An important aspect of the specification language is characterized by the set ofmonitoring prim-
itives, on top of which the properties are specified. Depending on the kind of monitored data, these
primitives may refer to various events (e.g., reception/emission of a message, faults, management op-
erations), state/configuration predicates (execution point of the composition specification, values of
the relevant parameters or variables), current configuration parameters (QoS metrics of the involved
services), and so on. These primitives may be simple (such as, message reception) or structured
(aggregated events, global configuration composition configuration).

Related to this is theabstraction levelof the monitoring specification. Low-level specifications
allow for monitoring very specific information related to a particular implementation language. High-
level languages may be based on the business-level conceptsand events, thus abstracting from the
implementation-specific information and details.

The languages rely on differentformalismsandmodeling notations. Logic-based notations allow
for specifying a property as a logical formula of a special form. Depending on the formalism and
its expressiveness, these formulas may characterize only astate of a system at certain moment of
time (e.g., in approaches that monitor pre- or post-conditions of the service invocations) or express
properties over execution trace or its fragment (e.g., the approaches relying on temporal logics).

Another important aspect of the monitoring specification ishow much this specification isinter-
leaved with the application code. In many approaches the monitoring problem is described sepa-
rately from the application specification in order to ensureseparation of concerns in the development
process. In some approaches, however, the information related to the monitoring is built into the
application code. This is done, in particular, in certain adaptation approaches, where the monitored
information is provided together with the event handler specification, so that the event detected while
performing the corresponding application code immediately triggers the execution of the event han-
dler.

2.2.3 Methodologies and Techniques for Monitoring Implementation

From the implementation perspective, monitoring approaches may be classified according to the fea-
tures of the techniques and architectures exploited for therealization of the monitoring activity. In
this report we do not aim to describe different implementation techniques and specific monitoring
architectures in details, due to a very broad scope of the problems and solutions addressed in different
SBA-related areas and the corresponding approaches. Instead, we will focus only on a selected set of
aspects that characterize one or another approach both fromthe architectural and from the implemen-
tation points of view. These aspects include methodology used to observe the relevant information,
degree of invasiveness of the monitors and monitoring architecture with respect to the application and
the platform, timing of information gathering, sources of the information and their placement, and
adopted techniques specific to the presented approach.

There exist a number of the methodologies used within the monitoring approaches. Insimulation-
basedapproaches the monitoring property is automatically converted into a special program (automa-
ton) that is being executed (simulated) in parallel with themonitored application. The state of this
program is updated upon reception of a certain event. When the program reaches certain state that cor-
responds to the violation/satisfaction of the monitored property, this fact is reported and the monitor
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terminates. Inevent-basedapproaches the monitoring properties are explicitly associated to certain
events (e.g., assertions, pre-/post-condition checks), and when the event is fired, the corresponding
property is evaluated or metric variable is updated.Situation-basedapproaches, on the contrary, pe-
riodically access the information sources and perform the evaluation on the basis of the currently
available information.

The degree of invasivenesscharacterizes the monitoring approaches in two directions. First, it
depends on the way the monitoring framework is integrated with the application architecture. In
some approaches, monitoring facilities and sensors become(usually at deployment time) an inte-
grated part of the application, and therefore abstract fromthe underlying infrastructure and platform.
Other approaches, instead, make use of the platform and middleware APIs in order to observe relevant
information, without affecting the realization of the application. Second, it depends on whether the
monitors are executedsynchronouslywith the application code, blocking it until the property evalu-
ation is done, orasynchronouslyin a independent parallel thread, or even on another machine. The
example of the first approach is the assertion checking, while the example of the second approach is
contextual information gathering. The first approaches permits more operative reaction to the critical
events, blocking the application until the handling is done. The second approach allows for better
performance and scalability, since the execution of the application is independent from monitoring.

For what concerns the timing of information gathering, one can distinguish the approaches, where
the monitoring information is updatedimmediatelywhen the relevant events are triggered, and the
post-mortemapproaches, where the information is gathered after the events occur. This is the case, for
instance, of many process mining approaches, where the monitoring activities are performed on the
basis of event logs. It is possible also to consider the proactive monitoring, where special techniques
are used topredict the future events, such as failures on the basis of the current situation and the
historical information, i.e., on the basis of a certain “trend”.

The classification of the monitoring techniques may consider also the sources of information used
to extract data and relevant events, i.e., the placement of the corresponding sensors. While applica-
tion logs, context sensors, message queues, process containers, and the corresponding data storages
are the typical sources of information, there exist approaches defining ad-hoc information reposi-
tories. For example in [4] special reputation repositoriesare introduced and dynamically updated.
The applications monitor the reputation values in order to suggest new service candidates with better
reputation.

Finally, an important aspect for the implementation of the monitoring approaches, deals with the
particular techniques adopted within the approach. A remarkable candidate is, for example, process
mining, which is widely used for extracting from the processlogs the patterns that describe the actual
process in comparison to the process specification. Anotherimportant technique for implementing
monitors is the aspect-oriented approach that allows for embedding the monitoring code without
affecting the program and in many cases the platform code. Automated planning techniques are
exploited in order to extract the monitor programs from the behavioral models of the involved services
and complex property specification [5], taking into accountnon-determinism and partial observability
of the composition behavior.

2.3 Approaches to Monitoring of Service-Based Systems

In this section we survey the state-of-the-art works in monitoring of service-based applications. We
group the approaches according to the main characteristicsof the research and application areas ad-
dressed in the approaches. Section 2.3.1 presents the approaches and solutions towards monitoring
different types of requirements and policies for Web services and service compositions. Section 2.3.2
presents the works in the area of business activity monitoring, where the focus is on the run-time
analysis of business process characteristics and metrics.Section 2.3.3 also describes the process
monitoring works, targeting, however, post-mortem monitoring, based on the analysis of various pro-
cess execution logs. Finally, Section 2.3.4 presents the approaches and tools that aim to monitor grid
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services and the corresponding grid architectures and infrastructures.

2.3.1 Monitoring Web Services and Service Compositions

In Web services and service compositions, wide range of run-time monitoring approaches address the
problem of checking whether certain predefined properties are satisfied when the system is executed.
Such properties may have different forms and target different monitoring objectives. Typical moni-
toring scenarios include run-time verification of behavioral requirements (e.g., assertions, pre-/post-
conditions, temporal requirements), conformance of the actual service execution to some predefined
specifications (contracts, SLAs), correspondence to some expected characteristics (QoS bounds), etc.
The results of the monitoring, i.e., identified deviations of the expected model of executions, may be
used not only for signaling the anomalous behavior of the system, but also to activate some additional
actions, which target the recovery to a normal execution (incase of identified requirements violation)
or optimization of the system (e.g., in case of deviations ofthe service quality properties).

Assumption-based monitoring of service compositions [6, 5]

In [6, 5] the approach to monitoring of service compositionsimplemented in BPEL is presented. The
main focus of the approach is the run-time checking of the assumptions under which the component
services are supposed to participate to the composition, and the conditions that the composition is
expected to satisfy. Moreover, the proposed approach aims at checking not only whether the property
holds or not, but also at collecting statistical and timing information over such properties, as well as
the aggregated historical information about such properties over all the instances of the given business
process. In order to address the problem, the authors propose the specification framework and run-
time monitoring environment that extends the standard BPELengine with the monitoring and auditing
capabilities. The devised architecture clearly separatesthe business logic of a web service from its
monitoring functionality.

The specification framework relies on an expressive monitoring language, namely Run-Time
Monitoring specification Language (RTML), that allows for expressing behavioral properties of ser-
vice composition instances (e.g., payment should not startbefore acknowledgement is received), to-
gether with the timing (e.g., duration of payment procedure) and statistical information (e.g., number
of retries on negative acknowledgment), and of compositionclasses (e.g., total number of viola-
tions or average number of retries). Apart from explicitly specified assumptions it is possible also to
check whether the protocol associated to partner interactions is satisfied at run-time. Based on the
monitoring specification and the composition model, the corresponding monitor program (in java) is
generated using specific automata-theoretic techniques [5].

At run-time the monitor programs, deployed together with the composed services, run in parallel
to them, observe their behavior by intercepting the input/output messages that are received / sent by
the processes, and evolve on the basis of such event. When thestate of the monitor that corresponds
to a particular evaluation of the property is reached, the monitor signals misbehaviors or, more in
general, information of interest. The run-time environment is implemented as an extension to a BPEL
engine. The information is collected from the corresponding message queues and from the process
manager in order to observe creation/termination of process instances. The results of the monitoring
are presented through a special monitoring console.

The authors also demonstrate the applicability of the presented approach on a set of sophisticated
examples, and perform the experimental evaluation of the performance of the monitor extraction and
execution.

Monitoring conversational Web services [7]

In [7] the authors propose an approach to check at run-time that the actual behavior of a service
conforms to the expected behavior of that service. Conversational services, whose behavior depends
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on the local state resulting from client-service interaction, raise new challenges both to specification
languages and to the way the actual behavior may be checked against the specification. Indeed, the
behavioral specification should formally describe what themonitored service ought to do on behalf
of its client, and includes not only the syntactic aspects but also the business logic of the service.

This paper explores a specification style that is based on algebraic representation of conversational
web services. In this approach the service operations are classified into constructors (that create new
data objects), observers (retrieve information on the data) and transformers. The algebraic speci-
fication allows not only to specify pre- and post-conditionson the service operations, but also the
conditions and axioms that give the semantic to the operations and make the specification state-based.
The evaluation of the specification at run-time may be performed by symbolic execution (simulation).
The authors present a term-rewriting schema that is needed for this execution.

The architecture of monitoring approach adopts an aspect oriented programming approach. As-
pects are dynamically attached to BPEL engine to monitor service composition. AspectJ language
is used to add monitoring facilities to ActiveBPEL. The solution in the paper extends the standard
implementation of the ActiveBPEL engine with three main additional components: interceptor to in-
tercept the execution of a process within the engine (using aspect oriented programming) in order to
pass to the monitor the relevant information (i.e., about external interactions); a specification registry
that contains the specifications, against which services are checked for conformance; and a monitor,
which is the actual conformance checker. The monitor component is a wrapper for the evaluation of
algebraic specifications. It keeps a machine-readable description of the state of the process instances
and updates this description when the new information from the interceptor is received. The symbolic
state is then evaluated and the result, representing actualinformation regarding the state of the con-
versation is compared against the expected one. In case of mismatch, certain specific action may be
performed (e.g., logging).

Smart monitors for composed services [8]

In [8] the authors proposed an approach towards monitoring of service compositions specified as
BPEL processes against contracts expressed as assertions on service. In particular, the assertion
defines the pre- and post-conditions on service invocations, and characterizes functional expectations
of the correct service behavior.

The authors propose the process annotations as a way of specifying the contract assertions. These
annotations are then automatically translated into the corresponding code extensions that interact with
the dedicated monitor components in order to perform the assertion checking. In their proposal these
monitors are web services themselves, which receive the instructions from the transformed process,
perform the analysis and return the result to the executed process.

In order to implement the monitoring functionality, the authors present two complementary ap-
proaches. The first one relies on the C# object-oriented language for specifying and implementing
monitor specifications. In this approach, the assertions are expressed completely in this language,
thus providing very expressive means for the specification.The corresponding monitor is then auto-
matically generated in this language and deployed as a Web service. The approach is very flexible
and expressive; however, it requires the process designer to work at a very low programming level.

The other approach relies on the use of CLIX, a rich and expressive XML-based assertion lan-
guage, based on first-order logic, which supports, for instance, quantifiers. The implementation of the
monitor in this case relies on wrapping the corresponding assertion processor as a Web service. The
approach is less flexible, but benefits from high-level and declarative assertion specification language.

Dynamo [9, 10, 11]

In these works the authors extend and elaborate the ideas presented in previous approach ([8]). The
main challenges for the new approach are:
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• to enable “separation of concerns” in the design of monitoring specification so that new moni-
toring rules are defined separately from the process itself;

• to come up with a well-defined and expressive language for themonitoring specifications;

• to provide means for monitoring non-functional (QoS) properties of the services;

• to support the collection of the information from external sources;

• to provide means for managing monitoring process;

• to devise and implement the corresponding architecture.

The authors propose an extended notation for specifying monitoring rules. Monitoring rules are
defined explicitly and externally in a well-defined structured file. This separation allows different
sets of rules to be associated with same process. The rules define the location, where the evaluation
should be performed, and its type. For precondition and postcondition, location indicates the BPEL
invoke activity, to which the rule is applied; for an invariant it indicates the BPEL scope; and in case
of assertion it indicates any point of WS-BPEL process before the assertion should hold.

The monitoring expression is defined in WSCoL [9], the notation inspired by Java Modeling
Language, which enables specifying expressions over the process variables and supports set of built-
in functions, logical and mathematical operators, and quantification. Furthermore, the language is
extended with the facilities to obtain data from external information sources, if they are defined as Web
services. It provides the necessary constructs to define both functional and non-functional constraints
and properties.

Besides, the monitoring rules provide parameters to governthe degree of monitoring at run-time:
such as validity time frame, priority, set of certified providers for which monitoring may be omitted.

The monitoring rules are deployed together with the processthrough a weaving procedure, i.e.,
parsing monitoring rules and adding specific WS-BPEL activities to process in order to achieve dy-
namic monitoring. At run-time the modified process interacts with the proxy service, namely rule
manager, which is responsible for processing the monitoring management instructions, processing
monitor configuration, obtaining information from external data sources, evaluating monitoring ex-
pressions, and interacting with the actual services (instead of the original process). If some constraints
are not met, monitoring manager is responsible to inform BPEL process.

In [11] the authors extend this work for what concerns the kind of properties the approach can
monitor. The extended specification language, namely TimedWSCoL now allows for specifying
temporal properties over the events that occur during the process execution. In these regards, the
approach is close to the one proposed in [5, 6]. In particular, the authors present classical linear tem-
poral operators (always, sometime, until) and specific operators to express a property over restricted
time window (within, between, count). Differently to the previous approach, the monitoring of these
temporal properties is asynchronous, and performed by a newdedicated component called WSCoL
Analyzer. This analyzer is executed in parallel with the execution of a process, and receives the rele-
vant event through a dedicated publish/subscribe mechanism. Similarly to [5, 6], the automata-based
algorithms are used to devise the monitor for a dedicated temporal property.

In [10] the authors show how this approach may be integrated with the WS-Policy framework. The
work concentrates on the effective policies that representthe properties of a Web service deployed on
a particular server and invoked by a specific user. Once effective policies are derived, services should
be monitored at run-time to guarantee that they offer the service levels stated by their associated
policies.

Monitoring for diagnosis [12]

In [12] the authors present a monitoring approach for the purpose of diagnosis of failures in service-
based systems. While in most existing approaches fault recovery actions are associated to the observ-
able effects of the occurred problems, it is necessary for a system to adequately react to their causes.
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In the context of composite service-based systems, the goalof the diagnosis is “to identify the service
responsible for the problem, the faulty activities, and theother services involved in failure”.

The presented approach deals with a particular case of the system diagnosis, namely consistency-
based diagnosis, where the goal is to assign certain behavioral model to the components and observe
its consistency with respect to the real execution. Furthermore, the authors present an approach to
the diagnosis-aware fault handling, where the global hypothesis on the occurred problem drives the
recovery actions within the application components.

The proposed solution relies on a distributed architecture, where each component service is as-
sociated with the corresponding local diagnoser, which interacts with the service through a special
diagnosis interface. Such diagnoser collects the local information regarding the actions executed by
its service and the messages it interacts with the other services, and derives local hypothesis about the
problem and the other involved services. This hypothesis isthen transferred to the global diagnoser
component that is in charge of requesting other local diagnosers in order to collect the most complete
information regarding the occurred problem. The global hypothesis, identified in this way, represents
the cause of the problem and may be used to drive the fault handling. The latter is achieved by making
the local fault handling diagnosis-aware, i.e., taking into account the hypothesis in the definition of
the recovery actions.

The diagnosis information allows not only identifying the cause of the occurred problem, but
also enables more accurate and coordinated recovery management. An intelligent local fault handling
scheme proposed in the approach, as demonstrated and validated through an example of a composed
business service, permits the resolution of a problem, not within the service, where it was observed,
but within a component that caused the problem.

Monitoring privacy-agreement compliance [13]

In [13] Benbernou et al. address the problem of run-time monitoring of compliance of the privacy
agreement defining the users privacy rights and their possible handling by the service provider. This
problem goes beyond the traditional access control management and defines the necessity to face the
usage control management of the private user information.

The proposed solution presents the privacy agreement model, where the requirements on the
management and handling of the privacy data are specified, together with the approach for run-time
compliance monitoring. The privacy properties are given inthe form of data-rights (authorized oper-
ations) and data-obligations (required actions) togetherwith their validity frames, and specified in the
extended WS-Agreement specification. The set of privacy requirements, privacy units, and typical
misuse scenarios are defined based on these properties. The formalism adopted for the representation
of the privacy units and misuse relies on linear temporal logic. For the monitoring purpose, privacy
units are transformed into state machine representation that correspond to the evolution of the privacy
data management and define both correct and incorrect usage of this data.

The monitoring framework incorporates three main ingredients, namely requirements specifica-
tion, privacy unit observer and monitor. The requirements specification is transformed into the corre-
sponding privacy unit state machines, which at run-time evolve in parallel with the service execution.
The monitor collects the information about the privacy datause from the service logs, and updates
the status of the privacy unit observer accordingly. The latter reports the violations of the privacy
requirements when a specific failure state of the corresponding state machine is reached.

The proposed framework relies on clear and simple model of privacy agreements, while the un-
derlying requirements model relies on a comprehensive formalism for the representation of correct
usage of private information. The run-time monitoring approach exploits automated techniques for
the extraction and execution of monitor programs.
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Requirements monitoring based on event calculus [14, 15, 16]

In [14, 15, 16] the authors approach the problem of monitoring service-based systems for confor-
mance to a set of behavioral requirements. In particular, the works address the ability to represent
and monitor complex and expressive properties that deal with events, states, timing constraints and
relations, etc. Furthermore, there is a need to refer not only to functional but also to non-functional
characteristic of the system, as dictated by the necessity of the run-time compliance checking between
the actual behavior and the service-level agreement specifications [16].

In their approach the authors address the above problems by providing a formal specification
framework for expressing complex requirements and SLAs, and a monitoring framework for run-
time checking of these properties. The formal specificationrelies on the adapted version of the event
calculus, a first-order logic-based formalism that allows expressing complex properties over events,
fluents, and timestamps. The events and fluents in their notation refer to simple operations invo-
cations, valuations of internal and external variables, built-in functions and operators, etc. In [16]
this notation is adapted in order to reflect the SLA properties in the WS-Agreement notation. The
monitoring process relies on automated extraction of the special templates that represent the formulas
in event calculus, and updating them with the recorder and derived events. The reasoning schema,
the derivation of events and run-time analysis are based on the inference rules in the corresponding
first-order logic formalization of the calculus.

The monitoring framework was implemented as a toolkit for monitoring service compositions
specified in BPEL. The logs generated by the process engine were used to identify the events and
update the corresponding formula templates in the monitors. In order to evaluate and validate the
presented approach, the authors set up a comprehensive benchmark with many test and generated
events based on a simple case study parametrized by the frequency of events and the scale of the
involved components.

Monitoring security patterns [17, 18]

In [17, 18] the authors address the problem of monitoring important security properties of service-
based systems. While the static analysis techniques are widely used to check the security properties
at design-time, the run-time verification of these properties and the assumptions, under which these
properties were shown to hold, is still required.

In order to tackle with this problem the authors propose to use the techniques described by the
previous framework in order to define and monitor basic security properties, namely confidentiality -
the absence of unauthorized disclosure of information; integrity - the absence of unauthorized trans-
formations of the state of a system; and availability - the readiness of a system to provide a correct
service. These properties are defined using the special patterns modeled as event calculus properties,
which allows monitoring security properties even for non-expert users.

Performance monitoring for utility computing [19]

In [19] Farrel et al. deals with monitoring of service-levelagreements defining formal contract on
the service provision between the service customer and provider. The presented solution addresses
the domain of utility computing, where providing resourceswith certain quality characteristics is the
cornerstone aspect.

Similarly to [14, 16], the presented approach exploits the event calculus as an underlying formal-
ism. However, the way the contracts are designed and managedis different. The contracts are defined
on the basis of a contract pattern (which obligations hold initially, which are initiated and terminated
during the contract, which events and when occur), which is then axiomatized using the event calcu-
lus. Then, the effects of critical events on the contract state/evolution are defined. The authors present
a monitoring architecture and an analyzer to manage contract life-cycle, their analysis and reporting,
as well as a visualizer to represent the results of the SLA monitoring.
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Planning and monitoring execution with business assertions [20]

In [20] Lazovik et al. apply monitoring to a framework, wherethe user requests are used to dynam-
ically customize and execute standard business processes.Such customization aims at satisfying the
user constraints and requirements to the execution of a standard business process, parametric to the
set of available concrete services participating in the process. These services, however, as well as their
composition, should satisfy certain domain business rules, referred to in the framework as assertions.

In this approach the authors propose an architecture, wherethe planning-based adaptation of the
business process is interleaved with the execution and monitoring of the process and the correspond-
ing assertions. The adaptation requests are specified in a XSRL query language that defined functional
constraints and preferences of the user. The assertions arespecified in the assertion language XSAL,
which allows for defining the behavioral policies on the execution of process activities in the domain.
Using these specifications and the process model, the framework tries to exploit various providers,
in order to better satisfy the query, taking into account thedomain assertions. While executing the
adapted process, the framework monitors the relevant events and if the violation of the plan or asser-
tion is detected, tries to dynamically modify the plan taking into account new situation and assertions.

Automated SLA monitoring [21]

In this work the authors address monitoring Service-Level Agreements (SLA), which represent certain
form of a contract between service provider and consumer regarding such issues as performance,
reliability, security, cost. This problem is made difficultby several factors. First, there is a need to
present SLA in precise and unambiguous way. Second, due to distributed and multi-party nature of
service-based systems, the relevant measurements should be done in a distributed way.

The proposed solution addresses these difficulties as follows. First, the authors present a formal-
ized notation for specifying generic SLA, applicable also to the service-based systems. The main
ingredients of the SLA specification refer to clauses, whichdefine the measured parameter, on which
side it is measured, upon which event it should take place, and the instructions for evaluation of the
values. Second, the authors propose instrumentation facilities in order to collect the necessary data.
At the service level this is done using special proxies that intercept messages and perform their evalua-
tion. At the business process level the process logs (or database) are used to collect information about
internal process activities. Third, a comprehensive service-level monitoring engine is proposed to
carry out the management of the monitoring tasks. The engineperforms the coordination of monitor-
ing actions, raises and terminates new monitor instances according to the duration periods as specified
in SLA, associates the monitored information with the monitored objects, and so on. The engine also
supports distributed monitoring, if the measurements should be performed both at the consumer and
provider side. In this case the measured information is being exchanged via specific measurement
exchange protocol, supported by the engine. The implementation of the engine comes also with the
management and audition facilities.

WSLA [22]

In [22] a framework for the specification and monitoring of service-level agreement is presented. The
goal of the framework is to provide an expressive yet flexiblemodel of QoS contracts and a run-time
framework for their measurements and violation detection.

The WSLA framework defines a language for the specification ofcontract information that allows
for describing the parties involved in the agreement (including third parties supporting the monitor-
ing/audition process), the relevant quality of service characteristics, as well as the ways to observe
and measure them, and the obligations and constraints imposed on these characteristics. The char-
acteristics may refer both to simple and to complex metrics,which define composite properties of
simple ones (e.g., aggregation, percentage, etc.). The measurement directives facilitate the definition
of the means used to observe and analyze the relevant information, making the architecture and the
approach flexible and easily extendable.
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The WSLA architecture includes several components to provide the facilities for the deployment,
measurement, and management of contract information. The actual monitoring is performed by the
SLA compliance monitors that collects the measurements andprobes from the provider and support-
ing parties, performs the evaluation of obligations and detects their violations.

Cremona [23]

In [23] Ludwig et al. propose an architecture and implementation for creation, management and mon-
itoring service-level agreements represented as WS-Agreement documents. WS-Agreement specifi-
cation provides a standardized way of defining contractual information between service provider and
customer, and originates in the field of grid computing. It allows the clients to specify the required
levels of service quality properties, the providers to derive the corresponding resource requirements
and to drive the decisions on the requests. On the client sideit is necessary also to provide facilities
to monitor and control the actual correspondence of the resource quality and the negotiated contract
specification.

The Cremona architecture and a toolkit propose a framework for all the aspects in the WS-
Agreement management. Cremona provides a layered model fordefinition, creation, negotiation,
binding, and monitoring of contracts. The monitoring module is not only used to observe and detect
contract violations, but also to predict future violationsand to engage corrective actions in advance.
The monitoring facilities come also with the management interfaces that allow the customers to track
the current situation and to take agreement-level actions (e.g., change provider).

Colombo [24]

In [24] the authors propose a platform for developing, deploying, and executing service-oriented ap-
plications and system that incorporates the tools and facilities for checking, monitoring, and enforcing
service requirements expressed in WS-Policy notations. WS-Policy notations define the quality-of-
service assertions that can be attached to a particular service, operation, or a message type. The
concrete assertions are defined in a certain domain-specificlanguage, e.g., WS-Transactions or WS-
Security that define the properties of the transaction protocols and security characteristics respectively.
Apart from checking the compliance of policies at deployment-time, it is necessary to verify them at
run-time, when, e.g., service invocations calls/bindingstake place or messages are sent/received.

The Colombo platform comes with the module that manages the policy assertions. Apart from
evaluating the assertions attached to particular service-related entity, the framework provides means
for policy enforcement, e.g., it may approve the delivery ofa message, reject the delivery, or defer
further processing.

2.3.2 Business Activity Monitoring

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) provides near real-time monitoring of business activities, mea-
surement of key performance indicators (KPIs), their presentation in dashboards, and automatic and
proactive notification in case of deviations. A “business activity” thereby can be implemented as a
service orchestration in a BPMS, or, more general, as part ofa business process consisting of a series
of activities implemented across workflow systems, ERP systems and legacy applications, possibly
across organizational boundaries. BAM is based on event processing. Events have to be gathered
from different kinds of applications which are not necessarily implemented as services: process en-
gines, ERP systems, databases, legacy applications. Not all of these applications support publishing
of events natively, so often adapters have to be implementedwhich extract events from these appli-
cations. BAM tools subscribe to these events and typically use Complex Event Processing (CEP)
technology, which enables them to process high volumes of underlying technical events to derive
higher level business events. A rule engine calculates KPI values based on business events and sends
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notifications. Events and KPI values are typically stored ina data warehouse of the BAM tool, which
is queried by the dashboard component for visualizing the KPI values.

Query-based business process monitoring [25]

In [25] Beeri et al. propose an approach to the monitoring of business processes specified in BPEL.
While the goal of the monitoring approach is similar to many other proposed approaches, the specific
focus of the approach is different. In particular, the authors try to address the following monitoring de-
sign and implementation issues: the monitor specification should target the same level of abstraction
as the original process; the monitoring activity should take into account the specific features of the
underlying process models; the monitors should be deployedand executed in the same environment
as the original process, without putting additional requirements on that environment.

For these purposes the Business Process Monitoring (BP-Mon) system is presented. In order to
specify the monitoring properties, a high level intuitive graphical query language is proposed that
allows users to visually define monitoring tasks. BP-Mon queries consist of two main ingredients:
execution patterns that should be matched against the actual execution traces, and report specification
generated from these matches. The patterns represent the composite events as partial control flow
specifications, where the elements specify the activities that should appear in the critical execution.
Additionally, the query contains the definition of the time window (period and interval), in which the
query should be evaluated, and the condition to restrict setof matched executions. When the query is
matched, the report is populated and emitted. The report represents a parametric XML pattern, which
is instantiated when the pattern is matched. Two reporting modes are provided: a local one, where an
individual report is issued for each process instance and a global one that considers all the instances.

To perform the run-time analysis, a specific pattern matching algorithm is proposed. The algo-
rithm tries to greedily simulate the pattern to match eventsas early as possibly and backtracking on
failure. A report is issued as soon as a match for the pattern is identified.

The system is implemented as follows. A BP-Mon query is compiled into a BPEL process spec-
ification, whose instances perform the monitoring task, which is translated into an executable code
to be run on same BPEL engine as the monitored business process. An additional component, dis-
patcher, is used to listen to the events on the process activities, and forward them to the query process
instance. An important feature of the approach is that it does not target a particular monitoring goal.
Indeed, the reports provide just the required values, and therefore may be used for various purposes
regarding BPEL processes.

Model-driven development of monitored process [26]

In [26] Momm et al. deal with the problem on how to develop automated SOA-based business pro-
cesses with integrated monitoring information for processcontrolling. Automated BPEL-based busi-
ness processes are often developed in a top-down manner, starting with a visual notation of the process
(e.g. in BPMN) and then translating the visual model into an executable BPEL process model. If the
BPEL process is to be monitored, then also process metrics have to be specified during process de-
velopment.

The presented solution utilizes a model-driven approach todeveloping monitored business pro-
cesses. The authors have created a metamodel which allows modelling of process performance met-
rics (PPIs) based on BPMN process elements. The BPMN processmodel with the corresponding PPI
model is transformed to a BPEL process model which contains additional activities for publishing
events needed for the calculation of the PPIs. These events are sent to an external monitoring tool
by invoking its Web service interface. For measuring the duration of the activity, for example, two
additional BPEL invoke activities would be inserted, before and after the activity, respectively. These
activities would invoke corresponding operations on the monitoring tool.

The benefit of the approach is that events needed for monitoring are automatically determined and
corresponding activities for event publishing are automatically generated. The authors demonstrate
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the approach based on a case study in the context of the management of examinations.

Model-driven development for BPM [27]

In [27] Chowdhary et al. deal with the problem on how to develop and deploy monitoring solutions
in an efficient manner. Monitoring solution consists of different artifacts which have to be created:
a monitor model which evaluates KPIs based on incoming events and sends notifications; a database
schema which stores KPI values and allows efficient querying; dashboard views.

The presented solution introduces a model-driven approachto development of business process
monitoring solutions. The authors have created a business performance management metamodel for
modelling of monitoring tasks in a platform-independent way. The Business Performance Manage-
ment (BPM) metamodel contains concepts such as “Metric”, “Business Event”, “Situation”, “Busi-
ness Action”, etc. The user can create such models using UML.The BPM Model is transformed
to two intermediate models: an observation model and a data warehouse model. The observation
model captures information for the monitoring tool on how metrics are to be computed and which
actions to take in certain situations. The data warehouse model deals with storage of metrics, and
their visualization in dashboards. Both intermediate models can be adapted if needed. Finally, they
are transformed to deployable code.

The benefit of the model-driven approach to creation of monitoring solutions is that much of the
code can be fully generated. The approach has been implemented as part of the corresponding IBM
Toolset (Rational Tooling for UML modelling, WebSphere Application Server, DB2).

Probing and monitoring WS-BPEL processes [28]

In [28] Roth et al. deal with the problem on how to extract events from a BPEL process in order to
enable auditing in an interoperable way. The BPEL specification does not specify how the execution
of the BPEL process should be logged in an audit trail. Each BPEL engine vendor implements
a different event model and auditing mechanism. Thus, a monitoring tool would have to provide
adapters for each BPEL engine it wants to support.

The presented solution extends a BPEL process model definition with special auditing activities
which log state changes to an external monitoring web service. The extended BPEL process does not
use any proprietary elements and is BPEL standard compliant. Therefore, the extended BPEL process
can run on any process engine and send events to the monitoring tool. First, the authors introduce
five different strategies for auditing BPEL processes: (i) instrumentation of web service requests of
the BPEL process on protocol level and (ii) on application server level, (iii) utilizing the auditing
service of a process engine used for enacting the BPEL process, (iv) using probes in the operational
systems that track state changes of the business process, or(v) including the auditing mechanism as a
partner within the BPEL process. They employ the fifth strategy and show how to transform a BPEL
model into an auditable model which can be used for process monitoring purposes. For every audited
activity, a new scope is created which hosts and executes allthe necessary steps for pre- and post-
auditing. For the monitoring service which is invoked by theextended BPEL process, an interface
is presented. Finally, the authors propose some extensionsto the BPEL specification for supporting
their approach.

The benefit of the approach is that the extended BPEL process does not use any proprietary
elements and is BPEL standard compliant. Therefore, the extended BPEL process can run on any
process engine and send events to the monitoring tool. The authors have implemented a prototype
consisting of a tool which extends a BPEL process adding auditing activities and a monitoring service
which is invoked by the BPEL process at process execution time.
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iBOM [29]

In [29] Castellanos et al. deal with the problem on how to create a monitoring solution, which not only
enables to measure KPIs, but also to understand the causes ofundesired KPI values, and prediction
of future values. Conventional business activity monitoring solutions let the users define business
metrics and then monitor and report them at runtime. They however do not support explanation of the
causes of certain metric values to the user.

The paper sketches a platform which combines business activity monitoring with data mining
approaches to enable more intelligent analysis of businessmetrics. The platform should support fol-
lowing functionalities: (i) providing visibility into processes which are not executed by a process
engine, but run implicitly across diverse systems; (ii) enabling the business user to define KPIs in an
intuitive way; (iii) enabling explanation and prediction of KPI values. In order to provide visibility
into processes, the authors take the approach to model a so called abstract process which models the
steps of the process in terms of events which are to be extracted from existing systems. Events are ex-
tracted by using adapters. The abstract process model is notan executable process model, but serves
as an input to the monitoring tool in order to display the status of the process as events are received. In
order to enable the business user to specify business metrics, a template based approach is employed.
Thereby, IT engineers specify business metric templates using SQL queries over the underlying event
data store. Business users instantiate the templates with concrete values, thus specifying the monitor-
ing tasks without further support by IT engineers. Finally,for explanation and prediction of metric
values, data mining techniques based on decision trees are used.

An Agent-based Architecture for BAM [30]

Jeng et al. (2003) have developed an agent-based architecture for providing continuous, real-time
analytics for business processes. The architecture includes an integration layer, an event processing
container (EPC), a BI agent layer, and a dashboard layer.

The integration layer extracts events from business applications and workflow systems. These
events are provided to the EPC which is a robust, scalable andhigh-performance event processing
environment. It is able to handle a large number of workflow events in near real-time. The incoming
process events are transformed on-the-fly into metrics thatare stored in the process data store. Fur-
thermore, the EPC also publishes information to the BI AgentLayer for analytical processing. The
BI Agent Layer is based on the decision cycle involving the five sub processes: sense, detect, analyze,
decide, and effect. The sensing agents retrieve the events and metrics from the EPC or process data
store, and provide them to reactive, deliberate, and proactive agent layers, which analyze and respond
to situations and exceptions in a business environment based on business policies. Response agents
generate action outputs unto the business environment by following the directives delivered from the
agent layers. The authors demonstrate the approach and the implementation based on a use case on
supply chain management for microelectronics manufacturing.

2.3.3 Process Mining

Process mining is an approach of observing and extracting certain knowledge about business pro-
cesses execution(s) from available event logs [31]. In the context of service-based applications these
logs may refer to registration of SOAP messages between services, event logs registered by the busi-
ness process engines, etc. The classification of the processing mining approaches [31] defines the
following usages of the process mining approaches to monitoring:

• Discovery, i.e., to reconstruct the actual model of the underlying business process as it is used
in production environment. This information may be used forevolution purposes, that is, to see
how the actual business process model evolves, or to identify certain trends or future problems.
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• Conformance, i.e., the correspondence between the actual model and the expected one, (i.e.,
SLA or behavioral process model). The analysis may be both timely and post-mortem, when it
is used for statistical or auditing purposes.

• Extension, i.e., enriching the original model with the additional, a priori unknown, informa-
tion, such as performance characteristics, information influencing the decisions performed, etc.
Again, the enriched model may be exploited for evolution purposes.

The development of a process mining and analysis solutions,often referred to Business Intelli-
gence, presents several challenges such as:

• Defining the appropriate user interface to facilitate the use of the tools by non-expert users;

• Defining the metrics that can be used to design mining algorithms and evaluate results of the
formers.

• Defining the underlying machinery enabling the above functionalities to be delivered to many
levels of an organization.

Fuzzy mining [32]

In [32], the problem of simplifying processes on the basis ofactual execution traces is proposed. This
problem amounts to reconstruction of the process model withthe objective of avoiding the generation
of Spaghetti-like models. A Spaghetti-like model is definedas a model very complex and (usually)
useless for humans that have to understand and handle it. These models are neither easily readable
(too many elements) nor human-understandable. Therefore,some sort of simplified visualization
scheme should be found to present resulting models to users.

The approach proposed in the paper tries to simplify the process schema by preserving (or, at least,
trying to degrade as less as possible) two general metrics. Significance, defined for both activities and
their relations, tries to keep as high as possible the fidelity of the behavior of the model with respect to
the behavior of the actual model. Correlation is a metric that tries to match the amount of correlation
between two activities. Generally, this is measured as the amount of data they share in the recorded
events in the log. More precisely, the approach can be sketched as follows:

• Highly significant behavior is preserved, i.e., contained in the simplified model.

• Less significant but highly correlated behavior is aggregated, i.e., clustered together within the
simplified model.

• Less significant and lowly correlated behavior is removed from the simplified model.

To estimate significance and correlation one has to rely on models built upon users preference. Log-
based versions of the metrics are defined to take into accountuser activities. Derivative metrics,
instead, are derived as combination of the previous ones.

Conformance checking with ProM [33, 34]

In [33] the authors address the problem of business process conformance checking. Conformance
checking deals with the problem of analyzing whether the model (i.e., the workflow on which the
BP is modeled) and actual execution traces (registered in the log) conform each other. Conformance
analysis aims at the detection of inconsistencies between aprocess model and an event (i.e., trace)
log through appropriate metric values.

The authors propose a post-mortem monitoring technique based on two different metrics:

• Fitness: does the observed process comply with the control flow specified by the process
model?
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• Appropriateness: does the model describe the observed process in a suitable way? Appropri-
ateness is formulated according to an “Occams razor” principle: “One should not provide a
model with a number of entities too much high than those required to explain anything”.

In this work the model taken into account for processes is Petri Net and the two metrics above are
defined in its terms. Fitness (that is the most dominant requirement for conformance) is defined as the
ability of the Petri Net to “generate” all the traces observed in the log. To be appropriate, a “good”
process model should be minimal in structure and minimal in behavior. The paper, itself, presents a
lot of interesting metrics upon which a conformance checking algorithm is built. The conformance
analysis in terms of these two metrics may be performed usingProM toolkit [34].

A noticeable point of the paper is that the algorithm is very nicely tested on a real-life log of
events, generated by the use of a town-hall task management application. This is very interesting,
actually, since many of the approaches present in literature either give theoretical proof for the validity
of their model, or test them on synthetically generated workloads.

Process mining for security [35]

The work presented in [35] deals with the analysis of the security properties of the business processes.
The analysis of security may amount to the presence or absence of certain action patterns during the
execution, i.e., based on the analysis of audit trails. An audit trail is a record of all events that take
place in a system and across a network, i.e., it provides a trace of user/system actions so that security
events can be related to the actions of a specific individual or system component.

The work presents the approach to the analysis of audit trails using the process mining techniques.
Using this techniques and set of “correct” audit trails, thealgorithm extract the workflow that corre-
sponds to correct handling of security data. Using the extracted model, it is possible to monitor the
security properties at run-time by simulating the ongoing execution on that model. The authors also
show how this method may be used in combination with the conformance analysis based on ordering
relations.

Deriving protocol models [36]

In [36], the authors investigate the problem of discoveringprotocol models by analyzing real-world
service conversation post mortem monitoring. They developed an approach for discovering protocol
definitions from real-world service interaction logs. The protocol definition may not be available.
This can happen for various reasons: for example, the service has been developed using a bottom-up
approach, by simply SOAP-ifying a legacy application for which the protocol specification was not
available; even when the protocol information is documented, like in Google Checkout service, the
protocol specification need to be extracted from the textualdescription, which is not as precise as
a formal model. So, a novel discovery algorithm is proposed,which is widely applicable, robust to
different kinds of imperfections often present in real world service logs, and able to derive protocols
of small sizes also thanks to heuristics. For verification, conformance and checking and evolution,
protocol discovery is useful to verify if the designed protocol is faithfully followed in the service
interactions. As the implementation of service evolves, the protocol definitions become increasingly
incorrect. Automated protocol discovery helps in maintaining a correct and up-to-date protocol defi-
nition.

Furthermore, the most precise and the smallest model is algorithmically not feasible from imper-
fect service logs. They also propose an approach to refine thediscovered protocol via user interaction,
to compensate for possible imprecision introduced in the discovered model. The approach has been
implemented and experimental results show its viability onboth synthetic and real-world datasets.
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Timed transition discovery [37]

A business protocol is not always published together with the service interface, and this hinders au-
tomatic management. When conversation logs are available,a solution is to discover the business
protocol from past service executions, but there many difficulties can arise. One of them is the ex-
traction of some temporal constraints called timed transitions, which are not explicitly recorded in the
logs.

In [37] an approach for discovering such transitions is discussed. A formal class of patterns called
proper timeouts has been defined. It was shown that the patterns reveal the presence of timed transi-
tions in the business protocol. A polynomial algorithm for extracting such patterns was presented, as
well as some preliminary experiments.

2.3.4 Grid Monitoring

According to the Anatomy of the Grid [38], the Grid is about “coordinated resource sharing and
problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations”. Here is a practical example:
with the help of virtual organizations a researcher can access restricted resources of another institutes,
meanwhile these resources are still not exposed to the public. Grid technologies emerged in the mid
90s and from its very beginning its has converged towards standards based environments. As a result
first basic internet based protocols were adapted like LDAP,HTTP, FTP, later web services technolo-
gies were also applied. Grid users usually employ resourcesfor longer terms, therefore they require
services that remember them. Grid uses a SOA with the extension of unified state management capa-
bilities like those specified in the Web Services Resource Framework standards [39]. Modern service
oriented Grid systems offer their data management, execution management, security management and
information management interfaces as web services.

Grid monitoring concepts were laid in the late 90s when the first monitoring systems were built
like the NetLogger [40] and the Network Weather Service [41]. Then in 2002 the Global Grid Forum
tried to clarify the main grid monitoring concepts by defining the Grid Monitoring Architecture dis-
cussed later on. Grid monitoring systems developed afterwards were all using this work’s concepts.
In 2004 service orientation appeared in Grid systems. Thus new monitoring tools (e.g. MDS-4,
SCALEA-G, MonALISA) were also necessary to support the two levels of SBSs, since monitoring
should not just diagnose the service frontend, but it also has to try to analyze the service backend.
E.g. in order to make sure a reliable file transfer service is available all the related file servers should
be available also.

In grid the monitoring task can be defined on two levels.

Infrastructure monitoring tackles middleware level services. Provides the overall health of the
Grid system. Enables higher level services to determine what services are available for their
users. E.g. a Grid broker selects sites which have the necessary software infrastructure on
them, and they also have enough computing power/storage capacity needed by the user’s jobs.
Information about middleware level services are usually published in a well established format
like the GLUE schema [42].

Application monitoring handles the different programs the members of the virtual organizations
use. Thus the main tasks of the monitoring system here is to deal with the application specific
monitoring data, and the delivery of this data to the user. Ifthe user applies special monitoring
solutions, then larger grids might not be supported since the monitoring infrastructure should
be constructed on a site the user does not even know before theexecution. In large grids like
EGEE (where tens of thousands of compute nodes are available), a grid broker selects the site
where the application is executed, thus a unified, cross-site monitoring solution is required.

The aim of the application monitoring solutions can be performance analysis, debugging, mi-
gration, etc. Performance analysis is applied to determinethe scalability of an application, or it
can also be used to observe the effects of higher communication latencies between the different
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processes of an application. Distributed debugging systems can also use the monitoring system
as a way to push debugging information towards the user. Finally the monitoring system can be
the place where the current application state is reported. This state can be later used by an ap-
plication migration utility to transfer the process statesof the application to the newly selected
site(s).

Grid Monitoring Architecture (GMA)

The Grid Monitoring Architecture (GMA) [43] is an abstraction of the essential characteristics needed
for scalable high performance monitoring on a large distributed computational Grid. The GMA
proposal [43], published by the GGF [44] Performance Working Group, defines the components
producer, consumeranddirectory service(also calledregistry). Figure 2.1 shows the basic GMA
components and their interactions. Besides component definition, proposal for interaction between
components and required operations for each components arealso defined. Basic requirements on
monitoring architecture are defined as low latency, being capable of high data rate, minimal over-
head, security and scalability. Most of theses requirements however are left to the implementation to
fulfil and are not addressed at the architecture level.

Figure 2.1: GMA components

In order to separate data discovery and data transfer, a service called ”directory service” is de-
fined. Metadata describing producers of information and consumers waiting for some information
are published in this service. Producers and consumers can then use published information to locate
corresponding parties.

Several communication models between producers and consumers are identified: publish / sub-
scribe, query/response, and notification. Operations supporting these communication models are
defined for producers and consumers. Basic operations for directory service are also identified. In all
communication models, monitoring data and control messages are sent directly between a particular
consumer/producer pair and directory service is involved only in the location of the corresponding
party.

In GMA, monitoring data are sent in the form of (time-stamped) events. Events are sent only
from producer to consumer, but communication can be initiated by both parties.

The GMA document specifically mentions compound producer/consumer services. Such services
may act as a gateway between different monitoring systems, or perform data archival or aggregation
tasks. The possibility to use compound entities for load reduction is also mentioned.

Interoperability of different monitoring systems was one of motivations for the GMA. Definition
of the GMA inspired several implementations of monitoring systems. While the GMA definition
proved to be general enough to cover all these implementations, it proved to be to much general
to guarantee real interoperability between proposed architectures. The GMA definition does not
constrain communication protocols between components nordata model for description of producers
and consumers.

The GMA mentions the importance of security to ensure the integrity and privacy of both the
monitoring system and the event data itself, and mentions the X.509 PKI and SSL as possible tech-
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nologies to use. The GMA however does not discuss authentication and authorization models and
issues.

Strengths of the GMA proposal, that it describes many important aspects of grid monitoring
and also provides definitions for common components. However it is too general, different GMA
implementations usually can not interoperate.

SCALEA-G

SCALEA-G [45] is a unified monitoring and performance analysis tool for the grid. It is based on the
Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [46].

SCALEA-G consists of a set of web services. These include:

• TheDirectory Serviceserves as a registry for both producers and consumers. It also contains
information about the data provided by every producer.

• TheRegistry Serviceis used to register and locate other SCALEA-G services.

• TheArchival Serviceis a data repository holding past measurements.

• TheSensor Manager Serviceis used to manage sensors, store the monitored data and servethe
data to consumers. Every Sensor Manager maintains a sensor repository that holds information
about available system sensors, XML schemas, and sensors that must be activated at startup
time.

• TheMutator Serviceconducts dynamic application instrumentation.

• The Instrumentation Forwarding Servicereceives instrumentation requests from clients and
forwards them to the Mutator Service.

• TheClient Serviceprovides interfaces for administering other SCALEA-G services and access-
ing data in these services. The Client Service also supportsfeatures for analyzing performance
data.

• A GUI enables the user to visualize the measured performance data.

Communication between various SCALEA-G components uses two methods: grid service opera-
tions are used for management tasks and interaction betweenhigh-level services, and TCP streams are
used to transfer monitored data. The grid service operations utilize GSI [47] to provide authentica-
tion, privacy and integrity protection. Data channels are protected by SSL. Monitored data is encoded
using XML, and data queries are expressed using XPath [48]. SCALEA-G supports both push-mode
and pull-mode data delivery.

SCALEA-G distinguishes between system sensors and application sensors. System sensors are
used to monitor the grid infrastructure (host, networks etc) while application sensors are used for
monitoring application behaviour. The two sensor types differ in their control and security model.
Every sensor (both system and application) has an identifier, an associated data schema and a set of
parameters.

SCALEA-G supports application monitoring using either manual or dynamic instrumentation.
Dynamic instrumentation is provided by Dyninst [49]. Security in SCALEA-G is based on Globus
GSI. Access Control Lists (ACLs) are used for deciding whichclient can access what service/sensor.
Strengths of SCALEA-G, that it has a flexible architecture, which also supports application monitor-
ing, and provides a GUI for performance monitoring and visualization. Shortcomings of SCALEA-G
include: pull-mode data delivery is implemented by the Sensor Manager always buffering sensor
output, even if nobody is interested in it. And also the SCALEA-G assumes that only one user can
monitor a given application at a given time.
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Globus MDS-2

The Metacomputing Directory Service (MDS) [50] is part of the Globus Toolkit [51]. The first version
was not very successful, but the second version (MDS-2) was widely deployed as part of various grid
infrastructures despite its still numerous problems. MDS-4 is the fourth reincarnation.

There are two fundamental entities in the MDS-2 architecture: distributedinformation providers
and specializedaggregate directoryservices. The information provider framework provided by MDS-
2 is called Grid Resource Information Service (GRIS). It is based on an OpenLDAP [52] server back-
end and allows plugging in various information sources. Thedata collected by various information
sources (sensors) is cached inside GRIS to avoid overloading the machine by querying the information
source too often. The framework for aggregate directory services is called Grid Index Information
Service (GIIS). GIIS collects data from lower-level GRIS and GIIS services and mergest the collected
data into an unified information space.

MDS-2 uses the LDAP [52] data model and representation. The LDAP is used as transport proto-
col and query language for GRIP, and as transport protocol for GRRP. The choice of LDAP however
has several drawbacks:

• LDAP queries are efficient only if the structure of the information tree matches the query. If
the query has to cross multiple branches of the information tree or has to involve more than one
servers then performance suffers greatly.

• While LDAP is suitable for representing status information, it is not capable for delivering
event notifications.

• Updating the information is quite slow with OpenLDAP.

• The schema is fixed and must be known in advance.

The caching nature of MDS-2 also presents problems. [53] and[54] show that MDS-2 perfor-
mance is greatly reduced when the required data is not cached. However, most monitoring information
has only very limited time period when it is valid so extensive caching is not possible.

MDS-2 uses the Globus GSI [47] infrastructure for authentication. Authorization is provided by
OpenLDAP’s access control facilities which allow a rich setof rules to be specified to control access
to different parts of the information tree.

To overcome concerns about security due to the caching nature of GIIS, the GIIS only caches data
that it acquired anonymously. The GIIS is also able to accessdata in lower level GRISes using a real
GSI identity, but in this case it only returns a referral to the original GRIS provider to users, so every
user is required to go through the authorization process of that particular GRIS in order to access the
data.

Strengths of MDS-2 is its distributed, hierarchical design; and the standard protocols; finally the
good authorization support.

Shortcomings of MDS-2 starts with the serious performance problems, continues with its only
support for pull mod data delivery, then the monitoring information schema is fixed and must be
globally known, and finally it has no support for actuators.

MDS-4

Globus Alliance has re-designed and re-implemented the MDSconcepts using the Open Grid Services
Architecture (OGSA) [46] and targeted all the previously mentioned shortcomings on some level.

As part of this effort the GRIS and GIIS was encapsulated within a single web service called the
Index service. This service follows the Web Services Resource Framework [39] standards, and can
monitor 3 types of producers. First WS-ResourceProperty [39] (WSRP) compatible services can be
polled for their registered resource properties. Secondlyit can subscribe for WSRPs of those services
which support WS-Notification [55] by advertising their Resource Properties as topics. Finally for
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non WSRF enabled services or systems, the Index service periodically executes custom monitoring
scripts.

With the new Index service they abandoned the old LDAP protocol and data model. They re-
placed the LDAP query protocol with the WS Resource Propertyquery operation (supporting XPath
language). As for the data model they are schema-agnostic, therefore the new MDS4 can store any
kind of information users prefer as long as it is valid XML. The service supports pull data delivery
with the help of WSRP, and push delivery on monitoring data changes through WS-Notification.

In the fourth release of the MDS a new service appeared calledthe Trigger. This service accepts
conditional query definitions as input, then executes them regularly. If a condition becomes true it
can initiate an actuator script.

R-GMA

The Relational Grid Monitoring Architecture (R-GMA) [56, 57] developed in the European DataGrid
project is a relational database implementation of the GMA [43]. R-GMA is planned to be used not
only as monitoring infrastructure, but also as generic information service. The R-GMA system uses
web servlets implemented in Java, with SQL-like API. Client-side APIs are available in Java, C, C++,
Perl and Python.

The R-GMA architecture identifies several types of producers:

DataBaseProducer - when the source of events is a real RDBMS,

StreamProducer - produces a continuous stream of events,

ResilientProducer - similar to StreamProducer, but the information is archived therefore it will not
be lost even if the system crashes or is restarted,

LatestProducer - always provides the most recent event,

CanonicalProducer - generic producer class that does not have a predefined behaviour.

All the producer types except CanonicalProducer provide a simple interface for publishing events
using SQLINSERT statements.

Producers register both their location and the descriptionof the provided data in the registry.
The registry includes a separate Schema component responsible for storing the data descriptions.
Therefore R-GMA is capable of handling dynamic schema changes but only on the level of producers
(i.e. if the schema provided by a producer changes, the complete producer registration process must
be performed again). R-GMA does not support direct schema negotiation between the producer and
the consumer therefore the registry may become a performance bottleneck when there are frequent
schema changes.

There are three query types defined. History queries return events for a specified time period.
Latest queries return the last published event. Continuousqueries return events as soon as they are
published by a producer. Therefore History and Latest queries implement pull-mode data delivery,
while Continuous queries implement push-mode data delivery.

Consumers can express queries as SQLSELECT statements. Besides the original GMA com-
ponents R-GMA also defines theMediator although it is embedded in the consumer interface. The
mediator is responsible for interpreting theSELECT statements issued by the consumer, redirecting
the query to the appropriate producers by asking the registry, and combine the results from different
producers.

Both producers and consumers are represented by a web service. While this provides maximum
flexibility for the implementation and provides a standard interface to ensure maximum interoperabil-
ity, it also turned out to be a major performance problem.

The original R-GMA design did not take security into account. Later R-GMA versions use the se-
curity framework of the European DataGrid Project [58]. Authentication is performed using GSI [47],
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on-wire privacy is provided by using SSL. The producer and consumer web services provide a simple
access control mechanism to allow or deny consumers and producers based on their identity.

According GMA implementation comparison ([59]), R-GMA hasseveral drawbacks: large num-
ber of external software dependencies, non-portable buildsystem, and high run-time overhead due to
its architecture. Also, the R-GMA API is quite large and complex.

Strengths of R-GMA are that it is a full implementation of theGMA proposal, and supports both
push and pull mode data delivery, and it has a flexible design.

Shortcomings of R-GMA are that it has no support for actuators, it has a complicated API with
a large number of external software dependencies and complicated administration, it also has perfor-
mance problems partly because the architecture is too generic and partly due to the implementation,
finally security was not included in the original design and was only added later.

MonALISA

The Monitoring Agents in a Large Integrated Services Architecture (MonALISA) [60] is based on
Jini [61] technology. MonALISA is an ensemble of autonomousmulti-threaded, self-describing
agent-based subsystems. It is capable of interfacing with existing monitoring applications and tools.

The data collection is performed by the Data Collection Engine. The engine loads various data
collecting modules dynamically and executes them in parallel. The collected data is stored in a local
relational database.

MonALISA services register themselves with a set of Jini Lookup Discovery Services (registry).
The Lookup Discovery Services provide automatic replication of common data. Communication
between clients and monitoring services happens directly without the participation of the registry.

Archived data can be automatically compacted by averaging past values after a certain time. As
a downside the only data type MonALISA framework can really handle well is a vector of floating
point numbers.

Clients download proxy objects for the discovered servicesand use these proxy objects to perform
both real-time and history queries or to subscribe to specific events. There is also a SOAP/WSDL
binding available for non-Java clients but it does not have all the features of the native Java commu-
nication.

MonALISA provides a global GUI providing many visualization options. Every MonALISA
service may provide the code for its own visualization usingproxy objects. There is also a dedicated
GUI for system configuration and management tasks. This administration GUI uses SSL certificates
for authentication and authorization.

The dynamic loading of data collector modules and the flexible GUI for visualization are the
strengths of MonALISA.

Meanwhile there are some shortcomings of MonALISA like: security is only available for the
administrative GUI; java based, non-Java clients can not access all features; jini requires multicast
which is not available everywhere; weak support for monitorable data types.

GridICE

GridICE [62] is a monitoring tool developed in the DataTag Project. The GridICE architecture con-
sists of five layers: measurement, publisher, data collector, detection/notification and data analyzer,
and finally presentation layer.

The measurement layer collects simple and composite metrics of resources. The measurements
are stored locally. GridICE uses an extension of the GLUE Schema [42]. GridICE can use various
third-party tools to implement measurements for the metrics defined in the GLUE Schema.

The collected data is made available for consumers by the Publisher Service. It acts as a gateway
in case the monitored resource is behind a firewall. The Publisher Service is implemented on top of
Globus MDS-2. This implies that only pull-mode data delivery is supported.
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The Data Collector Service is responsible for detecting newavailable resources by periodically
(typically daily) scanning the GIS. Once a resource is discovered, the Data Collector periodically fires
observations to discover what monitored data is available and stores the result in a local PostgreSQL
database. The Data Collector Service is implemented using Nagios.

The Detection/Notification Service can be used to automatically send out notifications when some
monitored data matches certain conditions. The Data Analyzer Service provides general statistics and
periodic reports of grid activity. The Presentation Service offers different views of the monitored data
based on the type of the consumer. The Presentation Service is implemented in PHP.

Due to the implementation choices, the security characteristics of GridICE at the data collector
level are equal to MDS-2, while at the presentation level only simple web-based access control is
possible.

Shortcomings of GridICE are the centralized architecture,and that it does not support for event-
like metrics, uniform security and it has no public producer/consumer API.

2.4 Comparing Monitoring Approaches

In this section we will summarize information on different contributions and compare the different
approaches according to the above classification framework. The corresponding tabular forms will be
provided separately for the above three aspects, namely monitoring task, specification, and implemen-
tation. We will also discuss the related works on monitoringapproaches in other areas of information
systems.

2.4.1 Monitoring Task

The results of the comparison of the presented approaches with respect to the monitoring task are
represented in Table 2.1. The table represents the goal of the monitoring process, the role in the
process of the stakeholder performing the activity, the main aspect addressed by the process, the kind
and the scope of the monitored information, and finally the placement of this information within the
overall architecture of the monitored application. We remark that many of the presented approaches
were used not only for the purposes of detecting deviations from the expected execution (analysis),
but for the purpose of correction (e.g., recovery from faults), dynamic adaptation (e.g., replacement of
component services), and optimization. The use of these monitoring techniques in these is discussed
in “Adaptation” part of the presented Deliverable.

The presented classification demonstrates that the research activities on monitoring has provided
very rich and comprehensive set of approaches that cover wide range of goals, problem aspects,
and information types, as well as the different components of the SBA architecture. The monitor-
ing problem is considered from various stakeholder perspectives; it addresses both functional and
non-functional aspects of the application execution, targeting not only the momentary information
about the execution of a particular application instance, but trying to consider the system execution
in “perspective”, when the relevant data is collected across the execution of all the instances of the
application.

Another important trend that can be seen from the obtained results is that the research groups
try to come out with the approaches and systems that integrated more and more various aspects of
the monitoring task, such as different types of information, sources, types of event, their distribution,
etc. The trend, however, in its infancy; only few approachesgo beyond a particular monitoring
problem or provide a wider perspective on the application execution. Furthermore, there are no
existing approaches that cross all the functional layers ofthe SBA architecture, considers evolutionary
aspect of executions with respect to a variety of information, etc. This, in turn, leads to another
very important issue. Addressing only a particular aspect problem, or considering only a particular
functional layer in isolation, does not allow to understandthe relations and dependencies between
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Table 2.1: Classification of approaches according the monitoring task
Approach Goal Role Aspect Information Location

Kind Scope Ext./Int. Layer Distr.
Assumption-based
monitoring

Analysis consumer behavior func instance and
class

internal SC centr

Monitoring conver-
sational Web ser-
vices

Analysis consumer
(of involved
services)

behavior func instance internal SC centr

Smart monitors for
Composed Services

Analysis (pre-
post-conditions on
services)

consumer
(of involved
services)

behavior func instance internal SC centr

Dynamo Analysis (asser-
tions, temporal
properties), Policy
compliance

consumer
(of involved
services)

behavior,
contracts,
security

func and
non-func

instance internal and
external

SC, SI centr

Monitoring for Di-
agnosis

Diagnosis consumer,
provider

behavior func instance internal SC distr

Monitoring privacy
agreement

Analysis (privacy
properties)

consumer privacy func instance internal SI centr

Requirements mon-
itoring using event
calculus

Analysis (require-
ments, contracts)

consumer behavior,
SLA

func and
non-func

instance internal SI, SC centr

Monitoring security
patterns

Analysis (security
patterns)

consumer security non-func instance internal SI, SC centr

Monitoring for util-
ity computing

Analysis (con-
tracts)

consumer SLA non-func instance internal SI centr

Planning and moni-
toring

Planning and
adaptation

consumer
(of involved
services)

behavior func instance internal SC centr

Automated SLA
monitoring

Analysis (SLA
compliance)

Third party SLA non-func instance internal SI distr

WSLA Analysis (SLA
compliance)

third party SLA non-func instance and
class

internal SI distr

Cremona Analysis (SLA
compliance)

provider, con-
sumer

SLA func and
non-func

instance and
class

internal SI centr

Colombo Analysis (policies) provider service
policies

non-func instance internal SI centr

Query-based moni-
toring of BPEL pro-
cesses

General, in partic-
ular, BAM

consumer (of
BPEL process)

various func and
non-func

instance internal SC centr

MDD of monitored
processes

BAM consumer (of
BPEL process)

KPIs non-func instance and
class

internal BP, SC centr

MDD for BPM BAM consumer
(of involved
services)

KPIs non-func instance and
class

internal BP, SC centr

Probing and moni-
toring BPEL

BAM consumer (of
BPEL process)

various non-func instance and
class

internal SC centr

iBOM BAM consumer
(of involved
services)

KPIs non-func instance and
class

internal BP, SC centr

An Agent-based Ar-
chitectue for BAM

BAM consumer of ar-
bitrary business
applications

business
metrics,
business
policies

non-func instance and
class

internal BP, SC centr

Fuzzy mining Analysis, evolu-
tion

provider behavior func class internal BP centr

Confromance
checking in ProM

Analysis (confor-
mance)

provider behavior func instance and
class

internal BP centr

Process mining for
security

Analysis (security
properties)

provider behavior func instance and
class

internal BP centr

Deriving protocol
models

Analysis, evolu-
tion

consumer behavior func class internal BP, SC centr

Timed transition
discovery

Analysis, evolu-
tion

consumer timed be-
havior

func class internal BP, SC centr

Grid Monitoring
Architecture

Grid provider, con-
sumer

behavior func instance and
class

internal and
external

SI N/A

SCALEA-G Grid provider, con-
sumer

behavior func instance internal and
external

SI dist

Globus MDS-2 Grid consumer behavior func instance internal and
external

SI dist

Globus MDS-4 Grid provider, con-
sumer

behavior func instance internal and
external

SI dist

R-GMA Grid provider, con-
sumer

behavior func instance internal and
external

SI dist

MonALISA Grid consumer behavior func instance internal and
external

SI dist

GridICE Grid consumer behavior func instance internal and
external

SI cent
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Table 2.2: Classification of approaches according the specification
Approach Monitoring primitives Abstraction Notation Formalism Interleaving

Type Structure
Assumption-based
monitoring

message events, pro-
cess start/end, modi-
fication of variable

simple related to the
composition
specification

behavioral as-
sumptions and
goals in the
form of logical
sentences

linear tempo-
ral logic with
time/count con-
structs

Defined sepa-
rately

Monitoring conver-
sational Web ser-
vices

Service operations
and messages

simple service operation
signatures

Algebraic specifi-
cation of conver-
sational services

Typed alge-
braic system
over operation
semantics

Defined sepa-
rately

Smart monitors for
Composed Services

Process variables simple process specifica-
tion or program-
ming level

Programming
language or as-
sertion language

First-order logic process anno-
tations

Dynamo Process variables, ex-
ternal variables

simple, struc-
tured

process specifica-
tion

Special assertion-
based notation,
WSCoL

First-order logic Defined sepa-
rately

Monitoring for Di-
agnosis

Service faults composite
(distributed
faults)

composition
specification

diagnosis de-
scription of
expected behav-
ior

N/A Defined sepa-
rately

Monitoring privacy
agreement

privacy-critical
service operations

structured service operation privacy exten-
sions

Linear temporal
logic

Defined sepa-
rately

Requirements mon-
itoring using event
calculus

Internal/external
variables, service
operations

structured composition and
service specifica-
tion

EC-Assertion
language

Event calculus Defined sepa-
rately

Monitoring security
patterns

Security parameters structured service specifica-
tion

Security patterns Event calculus Defined sepa-
rately

Monitoring for util-
ity computing

Service operations simple service specifica-
tion

ecXML Event calculus Defined sepa-
rately

Planning and moni-
toring

Service-operations,
process variables

simple process specifica-
tion

WSAL Specific plan-
ning domain
formalism

Defined sepa-
rately

Automated SLA
monitoring

Metrics over ex-
changed message

simple Low-level infor-
mation

SLA specifica-
tions

Various math lan-
guages

Defined sepa-
rately

WSLA Domain-specific
metrics and events

simple, com-
posite

Low-level infor-
mation

Specific WSLA
notation

N/A Defined sepa-
rately

Cremona Specific metrics simple Low-level infor-
mation

Specific contract
model

N/A Defined sepa-
rately

Colombo operations, messages simple Low-level infor-
mation

WS-Policy N/A Defined sepa-
rately

Query-based moni-
toring of BPEL pro-
cesses

BPEL process events composite
(execution
patterns)

process specifica-
tion

control-flow pat-
tern query lan-
guage

Specific trace-
based formalism

Defined sepa-
rately

MDD of monitored
processes

Process variables simple process specifica-
tion

UML N/A Defined sepa-
rately

MDD for BPM Arbitrary Events simple process specifica-
tion

UML N/A Defined sepa-
rately

Probing and moni-
toring BPEL

Process variables simple process specifica-
tion

N/A N/A Defined sepa-
rately

iBOM Arbitrary Events simple process specifica-
tion

KPI Templates,
SQL Queries

N/A Defined sepa-
rately

An Agent-based Ar-
chitectue for BAM

Arbitrary Events simple N/A N/A N/A Defined sepa-
rately

Fuzzy mining Process activities simple business process Workflow/ Petri
nets

Petri nets implicit

Confromance
checking in ProM

Process activities simple business process Workflow/ Petri
nets

Petri nets Process model
itself

Process mining for
security

Security-related
actions

simple business process Workflow/ Petri
nets

Petri nets Defined sepa-
rately

Deriving protocol
models

messages simple conversation business protocol finite state ma-
chines

implicit

Timed transition
discovery

messages and
timestapms

simple conversation timed business
protocol

timed transition
system

implicit

Grid Monitoring
Architecture

Domain-specific
metrics

N/A N/A UML N/A Defined sepa-
rately

SCALEA-G Domain-specific
metrics

composite Process and in-
frastructure

XML schema N/A Defined sepa-
rately

Globus MDS-2 Domain-specific
metrics

simple Infrastructure LDAP schema N/A Defined sepa-
rately

Globus MDS-4 Domain-specific
metrics

composite Infrastructure UML and XML
schema

N/A Defined sepa-
rately

R-GMA Domain-specific
metrics

composite Process and in-
frastructure

UML N/A Defined sepa-
rately

MonALISA Domain-specific
metrics

simple Process and in-
frastructure

N/A N/A Defined sepa-
rately

GridICE Domain-specific
metrics

composite Infrastructure LDAP schema N/A Defined sepa-
rately
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various modules of the system execution, and to propagate the consequences across the application
model in order to properly understand the real problem, and therefore to correctly react to it.

Certain critical aspects of the monitoring problem are still underestimated. This is the case, for
instance, for the monitoring of contextual information. The monitoring approaches mainly focus
on the events that are internal to its architecture and functionality, while with the increasing impor-
tance of open, mobile and pervasive service-based systems and application the role of the application
context gains dramatically greater importance. Another important aspect that is not correspondingly
addressed by the state of the art in monitoring is diagnosis.The ability to predict and explain the
problems is a crucial requirement for the evolution of service-based applications, while only few
approaches try to target this problem.

2.4.2 Specification

The results of the comparison of the presented approaches with respect to the specification of the
monitoring information are represented in Table 2.2. The table represents the monitoring primitives
used in the specification, level of abstraction of the specification, notation and formalism used (if
any), and the degree to which the specification is interleaved with the application definition.

As in case of the monitoring task, the coverage of different aspects in the monitoring specification
is rather broad. It covers variety of events, faults, service quality aspects and metrics, specification
notations used, and so on. Another important observation isa strong correlation between abstraction
level and the functional layer addressed by the task, as wellas between the monitored events and
information and the goal and the aspect of the monitoring task. This is also the case for the complexity
of the underlying formalism and the addressed aspect: the more complex properties are addressed
(e.g., structured properties over the application behavior) the more complex formalism is used for the
representation of the task (e.g., extended temporal logics, event calculus, etc).

Literally all recent works follow the approach, where the monitoring specification is indepen-
dent from the application specification. Such an approach enables clear separation of concerns and
simplifies the modularization of the application design anddevelopment.

There are several problems, however, in the way the problem of specifying the monitoring infor-
mation is addressed. First, due to the fact that the monitoring task is often rather narrow, the proposed
specification notations address only the corresponding specific aspects. Correspondingly, the mon-
itoring specification languages are often ad-hoc and very specific; each new extension proposes a
special way to represent the same elements. Only few approaches use standards for this activity,
often mainly adopting them in order to represent required information. As a result, there are many
approaches that use different languages to represent the same information.

2.4.3 Implementation

The comparison of implementation techniques for monitoring approaches is presented in Table 2.3.
The approaches are classified according to the method of capturing the relevant information, the way
the monitoring is integrated into the application architecture and the execution process, the timing of
collecting information with respect to its “actualization”, the sources of information, and the specific
techniques used for that purposes.

A wide set of sources used for collecting the monitored information, ranging from very specific
and internal events and data storages, to service message exchanges, to application logs. The set
of methods to collect data, as well as the techniques to implement such a procedure, are also very
broad. For simple events and properties, the event-based approach is typically in use, while for more
sophisticated and structured properties the simulation methods are exploited in combination with the
corresponding reasoning techniques. Obviously, this correlates with the complexity of monitoring
tasks and the formalisms and notations used for their representation.

As for the degree of invasiveness of the monitored activity into the execution, the asynchronous
techniques are more used. This is explained by the performance issues on the one side, and by the
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necessity not to affect the application logic on the other side. The synchronous methods are applied,
when, for instance, certain correction actions should be applied in order to drive the application
execution from some identified abnormal execution to the “normal” state. In a similar way, the post-
mortem techniques are used, when the collected informationdoes not require immediate reaction, but
is needed for more evolutionary analysis.

The problem with many of the proposed implementation is the necessity to rely on a particu-
lar, very specific, and not always modularized architecture. Only few approaches propose solutions
that are compatible with the standards systems, are easily adaptable and customizable. Many of the
proposed approaches define very complex theoretical solutions that may fail to scale in industrial
settings.

2.4.4 Related Works on Monitoring Information Systems

The necessity to carry out monitoring activities in order tosupport the management of a system in
hand has been identified and widely studied in various IT disciplines. The monitoring goals and
objectives in these areas - fault detection and recovery, system optimization and reconfiguration,
diagnosis, management of business events - are similar to those identified in the monitoring of service-
based systems, and have to tackle similar problems.

In [1] the problem of software fault monitoring is discussed. The survey targets the approaches
towards run-time verification of behavioral properties of the analyzed system, such as execution as-
sertion, safety properties or complex temporal requirements or models. The proposed classification
focuses on the properties of the classification aspect, monitor implementation aspect, event handling
mechanisms, and some specific operational issues (e.g., maturity, dependency, range of monitorable
systems). Over thirty monitoring system were surveyed ad classified. One of the most significant con-
clusions made by the authors is the lack of approaches, whereone can specify and monitor domain-
level and design-level properties, not only the implementation-level ones. This is a critical issue for
the complex software systems, where the ability to capture properties prior to implementation and
then to check that they are met by the implementation is very important.

In [63] the problem of monitoring and management of events inactive databases is discussed.
The main purpose of event processing in active database systems is to be able to maintain data when
relevant changes occur, to react to external events that have certain impact on the data, and to perform
management tasks in conventional databases. While the approaches commonly follow the Event-
Condition-Action (ECA) paradigm in the event processing, critical issues in the area deal with the
proper architectural solutions for monitoring and processing events, timing and concurrency issues,
cascading of processing, structure and distributed events, etc. In particular, analyzing the efficiency
issues of different proposed approaches and implementation, the authors conclude that the proper
architectural solution and intelligent support to the management and structuring of the monitored
system is one of the most critical aspects in these regards.

In [64] a survey of the monitoring of distributed systems is presented. Apart from the specification
and processing aspects of the monitoring process, the authors discuss the importance of validation,
presentation and dissemination of the monitored information, as well as the problems peculiar to the
distributed systems. In particular, this relates to the difficulties to obtain a global, consistent view
of all components in a distributed system, synchronization, coordination of the monitoring activities,
handling of events, etc. In many cases service-based systems are the instances of distributed systems,
and these issues and problems are therefore equally applicable to their monitoring.

[65] presents a taxonomy for workflow analysis distinguishing between two dimensions: (i) tech-
nical analysis vs. business-oriented analysis and (ii) whether the analysis involves live data or history
data. One can then further distinguish whether the monitoring task focuses on single instances or
multiple instances of the workflow. Technical analysis involves, for example, system monitoring
(live data) and workflow recovery in case of system failure (history data), whereas business oriented
analysis copes with tracking of the individual process state (workflow monitoring) and workflow
controlling which deals with the business-oriented ex-post analysis of potentially finished workflow
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Table 2.3: Classification of approaches according the implementation
Approach Method Invasiveness Timing Source Techniques

Arch Exec
Assumption-based
monitoring

simulation integrated into BPEL en-
gine

async imm message queues, pro-
cess manager

automata- theoretic tech-
niques for monitor extrac-
tion

Monitoring conver-
sational Web ser-
vices

Simulation Integrated into BPEL en-
gine

async imm Modified process ex-
ecutor to signal inter-
actions

AOP for attaching moni-
tors, symbolic execution of
monitoring specification

Smart monitors for
Composed Services

Event-based original code is extended
to interact with monitors

sync imm Internal data of the
modified process

Process weaving to in-
troduce monitoring opera-
tions

Dynamo Event-based,
simulation

The original process code
is extended to interact
with monitors

sync,
async

imm Internal process data,
external services

AOP to attach moni-
tors; automata-theoretic
approaches

Monitoring for Di-
agnosis

Event-based diagnosis is tightly inte-
grated with service

sync imm diagnosis interac-
tions and events

Specific protocol for hy-
pothesis extraction

Monitoring privacy
agreement

Simulation Integrated with the ser-
vice execution platform

async imm Service logs extraction of monitors as
state-machines

Requirements mon-
itoring using event
calculus

Simulation,
inference

Extension to the process
engine

async imm Process engine logs FOL reasoning for identi-
fying violations

Monitoring security
patterns

Simulation,
inference

Extension to the process
engine

async imm Process engine logs FOL reasoning for identi-
fying violations

Monitoring for util-
ity computing

Simulation Separate monitoring plat-
form

async imm Other monitors and
observers

N/A

Planning and moni-
toring

Event-based Monitoring is interleaved
with execution

sync imm Invocation infras-
tructure

Specific plan-
ning/monitoring algo-
rithms

Automated SLA
monitoring

Event-based monitoring engine is inde-
pendent from platform

async imm,
deffered

intercepted mes-
sages, logs (DB)

N/A

WSLA Situation-
based

Measurement services in-
tegrated into the platform

async imm measurement ser-
vices, messages,
resource plug-ins

N/A

Cremona Situation-
based

Measurement and moni-
toring facilities are inte-
grated

async imm Domain-specific
plug-ins and tools

N/A

Colombo Event-based Policy management inte-
grated into the platform

sync imm Invocation infras-
tructure

N/A

Query-based moni-
toring of BPEL pro-
cesses

Simulation Event dispatcher is em-
bedded into the process
engine

async imm Events correspond-
ing to BPEL activity
instantiation

Specific trace matching al-
gorithm for simulation

MDD of monitored
processes

Event-based process code is extended
to interact with monitors

sync imm Internal data of the
modified process

Process weaving to in-
troduce monitoring opera-
tions

MDD for BPM Event-based N/A async imm any kind of applica-
tion events

Querying a data ware-
house / event store

Probing and moni-
toring BPEL

Event-based The original process code
is extended to interact
with monitors

sync imm Internal data of the
modified process,

Process weaving to in-
troduce monitoring opera-
tions

iBOM Event-based N/A async imm any kind of applica-
tion events

Querying a data ware-
house / event store

An Agent-based Ar-
chitectue for BAM

Event-based Extracting events from
arbitrary systems using
adaptors

async imm any kind of applica-
tion events

Querying a data ware-
house / event store

Fuzzy mining Situation-
based

Separated async post Process logs Data mining

Confromance
checking in ProM

Simulation-
and situation-
based

Separated async post,
imm

Process logs Petri net-based analysis,
data mining

Conformance for
Security

Simulation-
based

Separated async post,
imm

Process logs Petri net-based analysis,
simulation

Deriving protocol
models

situation-
based

Separated async post message logs special data mining and
noise estimation

Timed transition
discovery

situation-
based

Separated async post message logs detect possible proper
timeout patterns

Grid Monitoring
Architecture

Event-based Separated async imm N/A N/A

SCALEA-G Event-based Partially integrated async imm Internal process data,
external services

N/A

Globus MDS-2 Event-based Separated async imm service, message and
event logs

N/A

Globus MDS-4 Event-based Separated async imm service notifica-
tions/logs

N/A

R-GMA Event-based Partially integrated async imm Internal process data,
external services

N/A

MonALISA Event-based Partially integrated async imm Internal process data,
external services

N/A

GridICE Event-based Separated async imm message logs N/A
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instances. The same classification is applicable to service-based workflows, e.g., implemented as
BPEL processes.

BAM solutions are similar to reporting tools and business intelligence tools when it comes to
display KPIs in dashboards. The distinction is that BAM tools process events in near real time,
calculate KPIs and push the results to the dashboard. BI dashboards on the other hand query a data
warehouse post-mortem when requested by the user or refreshthe views periodically. Depending on
the refresh interval selected, BAM and BI dashboards can be similar. Often, BAM tools also use a
data warehouse schema for efficient querying of metric values. Another difference is that BI tools, in
addition to reporting the values of KPIs, use data mining techniques to analyze the causes KPIs not
reaching target values. In this context also, there are approaches which attempt to combine BAM and
data mining for explanation of KPI values (see related work [29]).

The presented monitoring approaches in other areas of information systems give rise to questions and
problems, which are very relevant to the service science as well. Among the most important one can
name the problem of generality of a particular approach or technique. In software engineering the
monitoring approaches are typically tightly coupled with the underlying application, implementation,
or execution platform it is executed on. As a consequence, the solutions are difficult to migrate
or customize in order to address new problems or systems. Related to this is the fact that many
approaches are focused on a particular aspect of the system execution, which often leads to incomplete
or insufficient reports that allow for detecting the result of the problem, but do not reveal the problem
itself.

The study in databases demonstrate the necessity to not onlycome up with an expressive ap-
proach, but to provide an intelligent and efficient architecture and implementation for it.

In a similar way, the problem of distribution of the application architecture, and therefore, of the
relevant information, makes the problem of monitoring coordination, management and synchroniza-
tion very crucial in distributed systems. This is equally applicable to the service-based applications
and service compositions.

2.5 Observations

Below we discuss the research challenges identified in the result of the presented survey work and
make an attempt to give a vision on the research perspectivesin the area of monitoring of service-
based applications.

2.5.1 Research Challenges

In domain of service-based applications, where the implementation and management of the under-
lying services is not under the control of the system integrator, important application characteristics,
such as correctness, often can be evaluated only at the production settings, and require dynamic
means of the analysis. This leads to an increasing importance and spread of monitoring techniques
in the development and procurement of the service-orientedarchitectures. A wide range of research
and industrial approaches towards run-time monitoring of service-based systems have been devel-
oped recently. These approaches target the problem from different perspectives, and provide a broad
spectrum of means for observing various application aspects at different functional SBA layers.

In spite of successful development in this area, the research community still has to face a lot of
very important challenges in order to be able to deliver complete and mature monitoring solutions.
One of the main problems in these regards relates to high fragmentation and specificity of the pro-
posed approaches. A typical situation is that the approach addresses a very specific aspect of the
system; it targets only a particular functional layer of theapplication in isolation of other aspects and
components. As a consequence, the approaches often come up with a very specific, ad-hoc specifica-
tion languages and methodologies, as well as specific and hardly adoptable implementation solutions.
This not only makes the application of many monitoring approaches difficult in practice, but gives
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rise to another critical problem, the one of application diagnosability. Indeed, in order to be able
to identify the real source of the detected problem, it is necessary to observe the execution of the
application from all its aspects and to understand and inferdependencies between these aspects.

The new approaches to the problem of monitoring service-based applications should come up
with holistic and comprehensive methodologies that:

• integrate various monitoring techniques and methods at allthe functional SBA layers;

• provide a way to target all the relevant application aspectsand information;

• define rich and well-structured modelling and specificationlanguages capable of representing
these aspects;

• allow for modelling, identifying, and propagating dependencies and effects of monitored events
and information across various functional layers and aspects in order to enable the diagnosabil-
ity of applications.

Another important and challenging problem for the researchon SBA monitoring principles, tech-
niques, and methodologies is the necessity to cross the application boundaries and be able to observe
the relevant aspects of its environment. In other words, theproblem of monitoring contextual in-
formation becomes more and more critical. This is particularly true for the hybrid service-based
applications, systems in the domain of ubiquitous and pervasive computing, user-centric applications,
etc. For those kinds of system the role of the environment plays crucial role; the ability to detect and
react to the changes in the application context becomes a must in the provisioning of such systems.

Last, but not least, in order to achieve a universal adoption, the monitoring approaches should
come up with smart architectures and efficient implementations. As it is the case for monitoring in
active databases, the necessity to operate in highly loadedand dynamic environments puts additional
requirements on the scalability of monitoring techniques and their implementations. The research
should be able to address this aspects, potentially giving up with very expressive, but to complex
and resource-consuming techniques and methods. Furthermore, the monitoring approaches should be
implemented in such a way that they may be easily integrated with the standard service middleware
platforms and infrastructures. This, in turn, requires well-defined interfaces between the monitor-
ing management functionality and the underlying platform,thus bringing the problem of monitoring
management and implementation to the level of SOA governance.

2.5.2 Research Perspectives

In the light of the identified research problems and challenges, we foresee several directions that will
constitute the roadmap for the research on monitoring of service-based applications and systems. We
believe, that these directions will provide a basis for the guidance and coordination of the research
agendas of various institutions involved in this network ofexcellence, which focus on the monitoring
problem.

First, in order to achieve considerably more comprehensiveand holistic monitoring approaches
that are crucial for delivering robust, dependable, and highly adaptable applications the integration
of the efforts of researchers from various disciplines is very important. This include the “vertical”
integration, where the business process management and service infrastructure should be brought to-
gether, as well as the “horizontal”, integration, where different competences and development phases
should be considered, such as requirements engineering, design methodologies, quality assurance, re-
alization mechanisms, etc. These aspects are also criticalfor the new emerging forms of the service-
based applications, where dynamicity and change correspond to nominal mode of executions. In
these settings, the monitoring research will concentrate on proactive approaches, which deal with the
ways to predict and/or prevent changes, and on the contextual approaches, where the changes are
adequately modelled and considered. This trend already becomes a reality as the works and projects
devoted to diagnosis and contextual aspects appear.
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Second, in order to evaluate the real-life adoption of the novel holistic monitoring methodologies
and platforms, to properly identify the boundaries, technological barriers, and scalability limits, there
is a need to come up with the serious and comprehensive case studies and scenarios dictated by the
industrial production settings of the service-based applications. In this way it will be possible not
only to understand conceptual applicability and necessityof the monitoring approaches, techniques
and methodologies proposed by the industry, but also to estimate its feasibility and to devise efficient
and robust software architectures and implementations easily adoptable by the industry.
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Chapter 3

Adaptation

3.1 Introduction

The dynamic nature of the business world highlights the continuous pressure to reduce expenses, to
increase revenues, to generate profits, and to remain competitive. This requires Web services to be
highly reactive and adaptive. It should be equipped with mechanisms to ensure that their constituent
component Web services are able to adapt to meet changing requirements. In fact, services are subject
to constant changes and variations. Services can evolve dueto changes in structures (attributes and
operations), in behavior (when services are interacting) and policies. Changes in policy assertions
and constraint on the service prescribe, limit, or specify any aspect of a business agreement that is
possible agreed to among interacting parties). Such changes can be identified, detected, and foreseen
in the SBA during the monitoring of the application execution and its environment.

We need to know the reason why the adaptation is done, which impacts how the adaptation is
done. Here are some purposes of the service adaptation:

Ensuring the interoperability:While standardization in Web services makes interoperability eas-
ier, adaptation still remains necessary. Adaptation is an important functionality that should be offered
to enable integration inside and across enterprise boundaries. We need to generate a service that
mediates the interactions among two services with different interfaces and protocols so that interop-
erability can be made effective. The need for adapters in Webservices comes from two sources:(1)
the heterogeneity at the higher levels of the interoperability stack (e.g., at business-level interfaces
and protocols), and(2) the high number and diversity of clients, each of which can support different
interfaces and protocols.

Optimization:The demand for quickly delivering new applications and adaptively managing them
is a business imperative today. The QoS offerings in an application may change, new service providers
and business relationships may emerge and existing ones maybe modified or terminated. Further-
more, the general performance of the service is related to service velocity the time related aspect of
business operations, such as service cycle time, round tripdelays, wait time time between events. The
challenge, therefore, is to design robust and responsive systems that address these changes effectively
while continually trying to optimize the operations of a service provider.

Recovery:Various faults can occur relatively often and unexpectedlyin distributed systems. It
is necessary to handle faults reported during execution of the composition instance when monitoring
business process. In fact, Web services compositions oftenimplement business critical processes
whose correct and uninterrupted operation is paramount. Therefore, to achieve dependable business
processes, Web services compositions have to be made reliable. Reliability can be defined as the
continuity of correct service delivery. This implies zero or, at worst, relatively few failures and rapid
recovery time.

Context change:Services are constituted by reusable software components.The adaptations goal
is to optimize the service function of their execution context. The same adapter searches and applies
the possible adaptation solutions: component customization, insertion, extraction or replacement.
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The issue of service evolution and change management is a complicate one, [66] highlights the
challenges of service evolution. Papazoglou introduces some key approaches and helpful practices
that can be used as a springboard for any further research in service evolution.

This survey deals with the characterization of the Web services adaptation problem by identifying
and classifying different kinds of adaptation needs, requirements and approaches. The architectural
aspect is not discussed in this report.

3.2 Classification of Adaptation Concepts

The papers which are surveyed in this deliverable are classified according to the following dimen-
sions of the provided classification framework. The classification of the adaptation is based on the
taxonomy found in the literature. We propose to discuss the adaptation in three dimensions:

• Adaptation requirements

• Specification of adaptation strategies

• Techniques for the implementation of adaptation approaches

3.2.1 Adaptation Requirements

This dimension includes the characteristics of the relations established between the monitoring arti-
facts and the changes of SBA addressed by the approaches; e.g., models, types, granularity, etc.

Adaptation models

Nowadays, the services used in the Web, are similar in terms of functionalities are offered through
different interfaces (operation definitions) and protocollevel (ordering the involved operations in the
message. The default approach for a company, using one of such services, in switching to another
similar service is to develop new clients for the new service. This approach is often time consuming
and error prone. It requires redesigning, rewriting, redeploying client’s code. In the service side, it
is necessary to keep several versions of a service for different clients. To tackle with these problems,
an approach was proposed developing adapters that mediate the interactions among two services with
different interfaces and protocols so that interoperability can occur. To address the problem, in the
literature, many approaches identified possible classes ofmismatches(1) between service interfaces
and(2) between protocols (behaviors).

1. Interface adaptation: The problem of adapting interfaces models in software have been stud-
ied in different contexts, and more particularly in the fieldof software components (e.g.,[67])
and also recently in Web services (e.g.,[68, 69]). They focused on highlighting signature mis-
matches between components/services.

2. Behavioral adaptation: Solving signature problems doesnot guarantee that the services / com-
ponents will suitably interoperate. Indeed mismatches mayalso occur at the protocol level
due to the ordering of the message exchanged and also blocking conditions, that is, because
of mismatches of the involved service / components. The problem of adapting behavioral
models in software have been studied in different contexts,and more particularly in the field
of software components (e.g.,[70, 67, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75]) and also recently in Web services
(e.g.,[76, 77, 78]).
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Adaptation types

Two general approaches have identified to realize adaptation, namelyparameter adaptationandcom-
positional adaptation:

1. Parameter adaptationinvolves the modifications of variables that determine program behavior.
It has been used in many systems in software component [79], in Web services[78]. However,
a weakness of adaptation is that it can not adopt algorithms or components/services left unim-
plemented during design and construction of an applications. That is parameters can be tuned
or an application can be directed to use a different existingstrategy, but strategies implemented
after the construction of the application cannot be adopted.

2. Compositional adaptationresults in the exchange of algorithmic or structured parts of system
with ones that improve a program’s fit to its current behavior. In comparison to parameter adap-
tation, compositional adaptation enables an application to adopt new algorithms for addressing
concerns unforeseen during the original design and construction (e.g., [80]).

The kinds of information

Both functionality/non-functionality have been studied in SBA. In fact, the core functionality of a
service has been addressed for adaptation to meet the changing requirements. The mechanism of
adaptation in web services has been studying into the process of web services choreography in terms
of web services selection/invocation with pre-specified SLA constraints. Web service selection con-
sists in identifying which is the best Web service with respect to the user needs. Service selection can
be performed by two kinds of users: applications and human beings. Even if both aim at selecting the
best Web service with respect to their needs, the basis on which application and human users perform
the selection are slightly different. Such a difference derives from the model that they adopt to de-
scribe the quality of a Web service. Nowadays, specifications available for expressing the quality of a
Web service are mainly addressed to the applications and do not deal with the situation in which the
service users are human beings. Very little thought has beenput forward in the direction of managing
the non-functional requirements adaptively.In fact, the notion of adaptability in context of Adaptive
Web services and/or processes till date have concentrated on capturing functional requirements of
the adaptive behavior, catering to the variations in service consumer’s preferences (e.g.,[81, 82]).
Furthermore, the adaptation of the functional/non-functional properties follows a granularity of the
techniques used in the approach. It can be local instance based (i.e.,, only current composition in-
stance is needed), or global instance based (all instances of the SBA are required).

The research discipline an occurrence of the information

These characteristics show(1) where the adaptation is involved, Internally (current SBA)or externally
(other SBA/components are involved)(2) which layer of SBA is concerned by. These layers are
Business Process Management, Service Composition and Coordination, Service Infrastructure.

Formalization of the requirements to adapt

This dimension describes the level of formalization ( formal, semi-formal, non-formal) of requirement
specifications as well the notation or language which is usedfor the formalization which can be(1)
goal based notation, where agoaldescribes why a system is being developed, or has been developed,
from the point of view of the business, organization or the system itself. In order to identify it,
both functional goals (expected services of the system) andnon functional goals (quality of service,
constraints on the design, etc.) should be determined(2) event-based requirements specifications
(specifications are expressed in terms of required reactions to events (inputs, changes in environmental
conditions,etc.). Furthermore, such specifications can beimplicitly expressed through application
invariants that were violated or explicit by using rules like “if events happen do that”.
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3.2.2 Adaptation Strategies

The identified adaptation requirements from the results of the monitoring should follows procedure.
In this section, we discuss the possible ways in which the requirements are achieved.

The dynamics of adaptation

Staticadaptability involves a change in implementation due to theadaptation need, whiledynamic
adaptability involves a change in run time behavior withoutany changes in the implementation of the
software/service system.

Automation

This characteristic allows classifying the degree of automation of the adaptation. The degree can
range from total automated (no user intervention is needed), over semi-automated (some aspects use
tools, and the other need user intervention), to manually.

The methodology

This characteristic shows the direction of the adaptation.It may be backward/top-down (the whole
application adapts its structure, configuration, and/or composition) or bottom up /afterward (an appli-
cation/system accepts input intended for later versions ofitself).

The specification language

A notation is needed to specify the strategies to follow for the adaptation. It can range from procedural
approach (concrete actions to be performed), over declarative (the description of the goals to be
achieve), to hybrid.

3.2.3 Implementation techniques for adaptation

Here, we discuss some dimensions dealing with the implementation techniques for adaptation.

Timing of the adaptation

The adaptation can be mapped to the application lifetime. The services/software enables adaptation
during the application design time, run time, or post-mortem i.e., when the execution is achieved.

The topology

The adaptation can be hold in a centralized manner, where theadaptation steps are defined and exe-
cuted in a controlled way on all the affected components in the integrated way, or distributed manner,
where adaptation is performed locally and then propagated among components. Furthermore, the
adaptation can range from tightly integrated into platforms over injected into the platform at de-
sign/deployment time, to self adaptation or self-healing (it depends which taxonomy it is used). In
the literature, self-healing refers to the automatic detection of failures and anomalies and their subse-
quent correction in a temporary or a permanent manner. Self-healing systems are of particular interest
as they directly impact improvements in dependability. Self-adaptive systems are ones that monitor
their execution environment and react to changes by modifying their behavior, in order to maintain an
appropriate quality of service. Obviously, there is a substantial intersection between self-healing and
self-adaptiveness: self-healing systems may be viewed as aspecial kind of self-adaptive systems.
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The techniques

Four key software technologies are proposed to support adaptation. Computational reflection enables
service/system to inspect, reason about, and adapt itself at runtime. Component-based design enables
decomposition of SBA functionality, which makes it easier to manage and modify the structure of
the applications both statically and dynamically. Aspect oriented programming enables separation of
applications cross-cutting concerns (such as quality of service, energy consumption, security, etc.) at
development time;later at deployment and run time, these concerns can be selectively woven into the
application code.

3.3 Related approaches to adapt in service-based application

Researchers and developers have proposed a variety of methods for supporting adaptation in SBA. In
this section we list a number of projects and commercial software packages that supports some form of
adaptation. The list is by no means exhaustive, many other groups both in academia and industry, are
working on various aspects of this problem. We grouped the approaches into four groups: semantic
and correctness for adaptation, QoS in the adaptation, selfadaptation systems, and adaptation in
service interaction/composition

3.3.1 Semantic and Correctness for Adaptation

Ensuring syntactical correctness, is often not sufficient.In particular, for processes undergoing fre-
quent changes performed by various staff members, mechanisms to ensure the semantic correctness of
the processes become necessary. For this purpose, mechanisms to integrate semantic domain knowl-
edge into adaptive service based applications are required. In this group, we discuss frameworks
for supporting semantic knowledge integration and semantic process verification in the context of
changes, and how the changes can be realized in a correct and consistent manner.

Integration and verification of semantic constraints in adaptive process management IVS [84]

In practice, approaches to ensure system correctness afterprocess changes at the syntactical level
have been developed. Those approaches tackle only a subset of possible changes and not consider
changes related to the semantics (business rules, policies,etc). Recently, Ly et al. [84] investigated
the design of a framework allowing the specification of semantic constraints over processes in such
a way that maintenance and semantic process verification canbe supported. The authors introduce
techniques to ensure semantic correctness for both single and concurrent changes.

Protocol Mediation for Adaptation in Semantic Web ServicesPMAS [86]

[86] focus on web services protocol mediation by providing aframework that allows interaction
between two services despite the difference of the protocols they rely on. Mediation allows auto-
matic adaptation of a service requester behavior while meeting the interface constraints of the service
provider. This is done by abstracting from the existing interface descriptions before services interact
and instantiating the right actions when contracting a service. To be possible, a framework managing
these levels of abstraction was provided. It consists of defining abstract primitives used by services
during their interaction that will be mapped to concrete primitives that represent the real actions in
terms of messages exchange between the two communicating parties. Monitoring is however nec-
essary for ensuring the correct use of the abstract primitives that must follow the constraints defined
for the service in a low level description language. It couldbe stated in a state chart expression. An
ontology of shared concepts (of the business domain for example) where each concept used in the
protocols is defined is also necessary for understanding thesemantics of the domain actions which in
addition have to exploitable by machine.
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On Dealing With Semantically Conflicting Business Process Changes SCBP [87]

In [87], the authors discussed how to correctly propagate changes occurring in a business process
to the process instances. They identified and classified semantic conflicts between the process type
and instance caused by the changes in the process schema. Their paper describes formal dynamic
methods for conflicts detection arising at change propagation time. More precisely, in order to en-
able the process management system to semantically detect conflicting changes the authors provided
two methods: the first is based on execution equivalence of the respective process schemes, and the
second, is based on a direct comparison of the applied changes.

The METEOR-S Approach for Configuring and Executing Dynamic Web Processes [88]

In [88] a framework for service compositions reconfiguration, called Meteor-S, is presented. This
framework supports the execution and the reconfiguration ofa service composition giving more flex-
ibility to the service binding operations. Binding can be performed at design time, deployment time,
and just before the execution, but it does not support service run time rebinding (i.e. in case of service
invocation error it is not possible to find another candidatefor binding without stopping the composi-
tion run). The composition is divided into scopes; semanticweb languages are used to describe both
domain constraints and services; matchmaking algorithms are used to associate each scope with the
concrete set of services to invoke.

A Constraint Satisfaction Approach to Non-functional Requirements in Adaptive Web Services
CSANF [81]

In [81] is presented a constraint satisfaction based approach to model non-functional requirements in
the context of Adaptive Web services. Policy reconciliation between service providers and service
requesters in adaptive SOA systems is often a difficult requirement to satisfy owing to the generality
of the policies not only those associated with a single service provider but across multiple services.
Addressing this dynamic adaptation requirement for policybased non-functional requirements, the
authors discuss a constraint satisfaction based frameworkto represent, model, and work with policy
based non-functional requirements in Adaptive Web services. They defined two level of constraints
(1) Global level constraints, These constraints can be binary (only two services are involved) and
tertiary for instance , the temporal constraints related tothe service execution order(2) Service level
constraints, where constraints are specific to each service. The partner service has to be consistent
with the service level constraints defined by a service.

Evaluation of Correctness Criteria for Dynamic Workflow Changes ECD [89]

In [89], the authors introduced criteria that should be considered to perform correct adaptation of
running workflows. Those criteria can be used as a benchmark for evaluating the strengths of the
proposed approaches. In [89],the authors identified the rules and information that are needed for
satisfying the criteria.

Adaptive Service Flows with BPEL ASFB [90]

In [90], the authors investigated the problem of consequences of enriching BPEL engines with dy-
namic change capabilities. They focused on the question of how changes can be realized in a correct
and consistent manner and which prerequisites must be met insuch a context.

3.3.2 QoS in the Adaptation

Business environments in which Web services must function are often volatile. The quality-of-service
(QoS) parameters as well as the execution data may change during the life time of a business pro-
cess. Both data and component volatility may adversely affect the performance of a Web service
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composition over time, so the adequate adaptation is needed. This group highlights the QoS in the
adaptation.

Parameter Adaptation PAR [78]

Web processes must often operate in volatile environments where the quality of service parameters
changes during the life time of the process. In order to remain optimal, the Web process must adapt
to these changes. [78] addresses such problem . The authors provide a mechanism called the value of
changed information which measures the impact of expected changes in the service parameters on the
Web process. They use service expiration times obtained from pre-defined service level agreements
to reduce the computational overhead of adaptation. They empirically demonstrated the speedups
obtained in executing and adapting a Web process to changes in service parameters when using a
method that is cognizant of expiration times in comparison to an adaptation strategy that ignores
them.

Negotiation of SLAs: An Architecture and a Search-Based Approach NSLA [91]

In [91] an approach for negotiation of Service Level Agreements is presented. This approach defines
a framework that can use different negotiation algorithms and protocols, defined at design time. Ne-
gotiation can either be performed directly by the interested stakeholders or it can be automatic. In
this second case, human beings are replaced by automated negotiators that try to achieve the objective
that has been suggested to them. Automated negotiation is particularly important when the consumer
of a service is a software systems that has to negotiate on thefly (part) of the SLA with the service.
The paper presents a multi agent system-like framework thatis used to perform SLA negotiation. The
architecture of this framework, is composed of a Marketplace and various Negotiation Multi Agent
Systems. Each negotiation participant is associated to a multi agent system and can represent a human
being or an automatic system. In the second case the system encapsulates a decision model that fea-
tures various search-based algorithms. The Marketplace iscomposed of two main parts, one taking
care of the execution of the negotiation workflow and the second one controlling the correctness of the
negotiation protocol. In particular, the Marketplace actsas an intermediary in all interactions among
the participants, providing validity checks for the offersexchanged (through the Protocol Engine ),
based on their structure and the current state of the negotiation workflow.

A user driven policy selection model UDP [92]

In [92] a model is presented expressing the quality of service according to both applications and hu-
man users perspectives. Such a model not only mediates between the application and human user
perspectives, but considers the different relevance assigned by the user to a given quality dimension.
Secondly, the paper introduces a policy selection model based on the adopted quality model. Ac-
cording to this selection model, a human user can express itsrequirements according to a high level
language and its requirements are matched against the Web service quality specification expressed
through a technical language.

Model identification for power management of web services LPV [93]

In [93] the identification of LPV models for the performance control of Web services is addressed. In
the context of Web services, hosting centers need to comply to the Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
stipulated with their customers while minimizing the operating costs, mainly related with the energy
expenses due to servers operations. Recently, this problemhas begun to be formalized in terms of
a constrained control problem, where the SLAs are translated into set-points for the response time
of the servers, possibly different according to the customer class, and tracking performance must be
traded-off with energy saving objectives. As the behavior of the server response time is highly time
varying and the workload conditions substantially change within the same business day, the LPV
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framework seems very promising for modeling such systems, since it better fits situations in which
variability is high, with respect to the traditional queue nets model. Specifically, the suitability of
subspace LPV identification methods is investigated and their performance assessed on experimental
data measured on a custom implementation of a workload generator and a micro-benchmarking Web
service application.

3.3.3 Self-Adaptation and Self-healing Systems

Here are grouped the service based applications which support the self adaptation mechanism. They
can automatically detect failures and anomalies and their correction.

WS-DIAMOND: DIAgnosability, MONitoring and Diagnosis of W eb Services [94]

In [94] the basic project assumptions are presented, in terms of a self-healing platform supporting
the self-healing execution of complex Web Services. The focus is on the problems that occur at run
time. A second general consideration is the focus on diagnosing problems that occur at run time and
we are not considering the issue of debugging a service. Web Service execution environments are
extended to include features which are useful to support thediagnostic/fault recovery process. Then,
an architecture supporting self-healing service execution is illustrated. The WS-Diamond Project
aims at the development of a framework for self-healing Web Services, that is, services able to self-
monitor, to self-diagnose the causes of a failure, and to self-recover from functional failures (e.g., the
inability to provide a given service) and from non-functional failures (e.g., loss of Quality of Service:
QoS). The focus of WS-Diamond is on composite and conversationally complex Web Services. The
second goal of WS-Diamond is to devise guidelines and tools for designing services in such a way
that they can be easily diagnosed and recovered at executiontime, and tools to support the design of
complex self-healing adaptable processes.

Towards Self-Adaptive Service-Oriented Architectures TASOA [95]

In [95] the problem of discovering and adapting mismatches at run time is studied. This paper pro-
poses to discover mismatches at run time associating to a candidate service a test suite. At run time the
conformance of a request to the service interface and protocol will be verified by a proxy running the
test suite associated with the service. In case the proxy finds a difference between supported requests
and present requests it will try to transform the request according to the information it can extract
from the run tests. The main limitations of this approach arethat the test suite has to be manually pro-
vided by a developer that analyzes the candidate service andthat usually many tests runs are required
for a proxy to provide a suitable transformation. Moreover the approach is as effective in discovering
and solving mismatches as the provided test cases are exhaustive, which is an undecidable problem.

Self-Healing BPEL Processes with Dynamo and the JBoss Rule Engine SELF [96]

In [96], present a solution for self-healing of BPEL processes is presented. The approach is based on
Dynamo, a monitoring framework, together with an AOP extension to ActiveBPEL, and a monitoring
and recovery subsystem that uses Drools ECA rules. A composition designer provides assertions for
invoke, receive or pick activities in the business process.These assertions can be specified using two
domain specific languages: WSCoL, the Web Service Constraint Language and WSReL, the Web
Service Recovery Language, which respectively define Web service monitoring and recovery rules.
When an assertion is not verified it is possible to execute recovery actions associated to that assertion,
in order to bring the business process back in a consistent state.
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Automatic Learning of Repair Strategies for Web Services ALR [97]

In [97] a methodology and a tool for learning the repair strategies of Web Services to automatically
select repair actions are proposed. The methodology is ableto incrementally learn its knowledge of
repairs, as faults are repaired. Thus, it is at runtime possible to achieve adaptability according to
the current fault features and to the history of the previously performed repair actions. This learning
technique and the strategy selection are based on a Bayesianclassification of faults in permanent,
intermittent and transient, followed by a comparative analysis between current fault features and
previously classified faults features which suggests whichrepair strategy has to be applied. Therefore,
this methodology includes the ability to learn autonomously both model parameters, which are useful
to determine the fault type, and repair strategies which aresuccessful and proper for a particular fault.

Automated Generation of BPEL Adapters AGA [98]

In [77] a methodology for the automated generation of adaptors capable of solving behavioural mis-
matches between BPEL processes is proposed. In this methodology BPEL processes are translated in
an intermediate representation called YAWL. This representation is used as input for a match making
heuristics that tries to build an adapter for received requests. Once the adapter is generated, the inter-
action between the invoker and the service is analyzed, using lock analysis techniques, to discover if
some interaction scenarios cannot be resolved.

3.3.4 Adaptation in Service Interactions and Compositions

While standardization in web services makes interoperablity easier, adaptation still remains neces-
sary. The service adaptation discussed in this group refersto the mechanism of generating a service,
that mediates the interactions among two services with different interfaces and protocols so that in-
teroperability can be made effective.

Aspect-Oriented Framework for Service Adaptation AOPA [99]

In [99] mediators are considered as cross-cutting concernsand are implement as aspects. For this
purpose join points have been defined for BPEL and solution patterns for some possible mismatches
have been defined. Even if this approach provides separationof concerns for a developer it anyway
requires BPEL process modification when aspects are woven into the base system code. This implies
that services have to be statically bound to invokers.

Semi-automated adaptation of service interactions SAAI [69]

In [69] a tool to assist a system integrator in developing adapters for web service integration is pre-
sented. This tool works under the assumption that the requestor is also a service. The tool takes as
input an interface and behavioral description of the requestor and of the service and provides hints to
the human system integrator about possible mismatches it finds matching the input representations.
When a mismatch is found the developer has to specify a function to solve it. The main limitation of
this tool is that it supposes the developer has a pervasive knowledge of the system and can use low
level hints to produce functions to solve a given mismatch. This assumption appears to be a strong
one, considering that in a service oriented system invoked services can be third party components,
with an unknown implementation and partial documentation.

Developing Adapters for Web Services Integration DAI [101]

In [101] a classification of mismatches featuring solution patterns is proposed. A mismatch is defined
as the set of evidences that shows when there is a difference between the invoked service and the
service the requester is expecting to invoke. The paper alsoproposes a solution pattern for each
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classified mismatches, as a BPEL mediator between the requester and the available service. These
mediators should act as adapters, offering the expected interface and protocol to the requester and
interacting with the available service with the interface and protocol the latter offers. The solution
patterns proposed in this paper require that the service workflow is modified in order to integrate
adapters.

Run-Time Adaptation of Non-functional Properties of Composite Web Services Using Aspect-
Oriented Programming RAAOP [82]

In [82], the authors are focusing on run-time adaptation of non-functional features of a composite
Web service by modifying the non-functional features of itscomponent Web services. The aspect-
oriented programming (AOP) technology is used for specifying and relating non-functional properties
of the Web services as aspects at both levels of component andcomposite. This is done via a spec-
ification language for representing non-functional properties. From the end users’ viewpoint, the
aspect-oriented modeling of non-functional properties enables on-demand composite Web service
adaptation with minimal disruption in quality of service.

Adaptation in Web Service Composition and Execution ASCE [102]

In [102] the authors developed a staged approach for adaptive WSCE (A-WSCE) that cleanly sep-
arates the functional and non-functional requirements of anew service, and enables different en-
vironmental changes to be absorbed at different stages of composition and execution. The main
contributions are: (a) A characterization of the problem ofAdaptive Web Service Composition and
Execution (A − WSCE) (b) A staged solution that allows adaptation by generatingmultiple work-
flows at different stages, and selectively deploying them based on feedback mechanisms and suitable
ranking functions. The incorporation of the proposed system within anend−to−end service creation
environment that demonstrate the effectiveness of the solution.

SCENE: A Service Composition Execution Environment Supporting Dynamic Changes Disci-
plined Through Rules SCENE [103]

In [103] the SCENE platform is presented. This platform provides the runtime execution environment
for service compositions, specified using BPEL and an ECA rule language. SCENE incorporates a
BPEL engine, responsible for the execution of the process part of the composition, an open source
rule engine, Drools, responsible for running the rules associated to the composition, and WS-Binder
[104]. This is responsible for executing binding actions atruntime based on directives defined in the
rule language. This component is able to execute various policies for selecting the candidate services.
When a SCENE composition is deployed, a deployer component analyzes it, identifies the cases in
which dynamic binding and rebinding have been foreseen by the designer, generates some proxies
that will be devoted to manage these cases and modifies the BPEL code to include calls to these
proxies where they are needed. The role of the proxies is to mask to the BPEL engine the presence
of the rule engine and the Binder in charge of managing the actual binding to services. Each proxy
is assigned a WSDL to describe its interface and is exposed asan abstract service. At run time when
an abstract service is called inside a process the call will be forwarded to the associated proxy which
will be in charge of forwarding the call to the selected concrete service. The selection process takes
place on the base of the rules specified by a composition designer.

An approach to adapt service requests to actual service interfaces ASRAI [105]

In [105] the SCENE framework is extended to support run time resolution of differences between in-
terfaces and protocols of invoked services. This paper defines a classification of possible mismatches,
a set of predefined adaptation functions to solve each mismatch, a language to combine these func-
tions in adaptation scripts and a component, called adapter, integrated in SCENE proxies that can
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execute the scripts specified by a system integrator at design time. When a designer defines a service
composition he/she individuates for each invocation a service, called primary service, whose interface
and protocol are used to build the invocation in the composition. When a proxy for this invocation
will be created it will be assigned the chosen interface and protocol. At this point the designer can se-
lect other services, having possibly different interfacesand protocols from the chosen one, that can be
used for possible rebindings at run time. He/She has to specify an adaptation script for the remaining
concrete services in which he/she specifies the differencesbetween the primary service and the other
selected for rebinding. For each difference the script contains a rule that specifies which function,
from the set of predefined ones, has to be used to solve the difference. At run time, when one service
different from the primary is invoked, the proxy instead of forwarding the request directly will pass it
to the adapter. The latter interprets the script eventuallyassociated to the invoked service and adapts
the request. Finally the adapted response is returned to theSCENE proxy that provides to forward it
to the client.

Adaptive Service Composition in Flexible Processes ASF [106]

In [106], a new modeling approach to the Web service selection problem is introduced. This approach
is particularly effective for large processes and when QoS constraints are severe. In the model, the
Web service selection problem is formalized as a mixed integer linear programming problem, loops
peeling is adopted in the optimization, and constraints posed by stateful Web services are consid-
ered. Moreover, negotiation techniques are exploited to identify a feasible solution of the problem,
if one does not exist. Experimental results compare our method with other solutions proposed in the
literature and demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach toward the identification of an optimal
solution to the QoS constrained Web service selection problem.

PAWS: A Framework for Executing Adaptive Web-Service Processes [107]

[107] introduces PAWS (Processes with Adaptive Web Services), a framework for flexible and adap-
tive execution of managed Web service-based business processes. In the framework several modules
for service adaptation are integrated in a coherent way. An original characteristic of this framework
is to couple design-time and run-time mechanisms for process specification and execution in a global
framework. At design-time, flexibility is achieved througha number of mechanisms, i.e., identify-
ing a set candidate services for each process task, negotiating quality of service, specifying quality
constraints, and identifying mapping rules for invoking services with different interfaces. In turn, the
run-time environment exploits the design-time mechanismsto support adaptation during process exe-
cution, in terms of selecting the best set of services to execute the process, reacting to a service failure,
or preserving the execution when a context change occurs. The application of PAWS in several case
studies is finally discussed.

Business process design: towards service-based green information systems BPD [108]

[108] discusses the impact of energy consumption on information systems and business processes de-
sign. The goal is the development of context-aware and sustainable information systems where energy
consumption reduction is considered at the technological level, on the basis of adaptable technology,
on the governance level, with the design of context-aware processes and data, and at the strategic
level. The adoption of a service-oriented approach and the interconnection among the different levels
are discussed.

Context Management for Adaptive Information Systems CMA [109]

In [109], an approach for context-aware composition of E-services based on an abstract description
of both E-services and context is proposed. E-services are described in terms of functionality and
quality of service. The context describes the channels thatcan be used to access E-services. The
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paper proposes adaptation rules as the means to allow the composition and dynamically select E-
service channels according to the constraints posed by available architectures and application-level
requirements. Composition and adaptation rules are exemplified on a simple case for emergency
management.

3.4 Comparing adaptation approaches

To better assess the current state of the art, in this sectionthe three dimensional taxonomy, introduced
in section 3.2.1 is mapped into three tables that provide a higher-level view of the detailed discussions
provided in Section 3.3 on the basis of the requirements we listed earlier. All the approaches have their
own drawbacks and advantages. None of the proposals are complete, even though current approaches
address significant subsets of relevant requirements.

3.4.1 Adaptation requirements

Figure 3.1 describes the comparison of the presented approaches with respect to the adaptation re-
quirements. The figure depicts the objective of the adaptation process, the kind and the scope of
adapted information, which model is based on to perform the adaptation activity, the placement of
this information within the overall architecture of the adapted application and finally the specification
language to express the adaptation process.

As this table shows, adaptation has gained a significant attention in complementary way of the
monitoring process to overcome the mismatches between services for service integration, repairing
the failures, reconfiguring the systems by leveraging existing approaches in software engineering. We
also notice that, the notion of adaptability in SBA till datehave concentrated on capturing functional
requirements, few thought and projects have been done on thenon functional properties. Furthermore,
there are no existing approaches addressing the adaptationcross all the functional layers of the service
based systems with respect to a variety of information discussed earlier. The proposed approaches
address either only particular functional layer, or a particular problem e.g. identification mismatch.

The table also shows that in the adaptation research, the trend is toward all-in-one solutions by
integrating a maximum of requirements in order to have a complete framework.

Moreover, some other important aspects such as contextual information is thought-worthy. In fact,
insignificant investigations have tackled the context whenadapting the system, while its application
gained more and more the service based systems.

3.4.2 Strategies

Figure 3.2 categories the presented approaches with respect to the adaptation strategies. The table
represents the dynamicity of the strategies, the degree of the automation, the methodology used for
the adaptation and finally the language and notation used when expressing the strategy.

This table shows that the research on the adaptation strategy has exploited both static and dynamic
type. However, the trend is toward the dynamic and automaticadaptation when a change is tackled at
run time behavior without any changes in the implementationpart.

Furthermore, there are several problems in the way the methodology of the adaptation is han-
dled.In fact, in some projects the direction of the adaptation is not discussed or unclear, due to the fact
that the adaptation can be automatic and handled at runtime behavior or in the implementation time.

Moreover, the notations and the languages needed to specifythe strategies are wide-ranging. Only
few approaches use standards to express the way the adaptation is performed.

3.4.3 Implementation

Figure 3.3 describes the comparison of the presented approaches with respect to the implementation
views. The figure shows the timing of performing the adaptation, where it is performed, the way
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Approach Objective Information Type/Model Location Specification/Association
F/NF Scope Type Model Int/Ext Layer Goal/Event Impl/Expl

IVS semantics F global comp behav ext BP goal expl
PMAS semantics F global comp both - SC event impl
SCBP semantics F global comp interf ext BP event expl
METEOR configuration F local comp behav int SC/SI - impl
CSANF HCI NF - param behav ext BP/SC event -
ECD performance F global param interf int BP event impl
ASFB performance F local comp interf int BP goal expl
PAR QoS F local param interf int BP goal expl
NSLA SLA NF local param interf ext SC goal expl
UDP user needs NF local comp interf - SI - expl
LPV performance F global param interf int SC event expl
DIAM diagnosis F global param interf int SC/SI goal impl
TASOA mismatch F global param interf int SC/SI goal impl
SELF recovery F - comp behav int BP/SI event impl
ALR learning F global param interf int SC/SI goal impl
AGA mismatch F global comp behav int BP event expl
AOPA mismatch F local param interf int BP/SI event expl
SAAI integration F global param both - BP event expl
DAI integration F - param interf - BP event -
RAAOP SLA NF local comp behav int SC/SI event -
ASCE QoS F/NF - comp behav - SC goal -
SCENE - F local comp behav int SC event impl
ASRAI mismatch F local comp both ext SC event impl
ASF QoS NF - param - ext BP - -
PAWS configuration F global param interf ext BP goal impl
BPD performance F - param - - - - -
CMA QoS/context F global param interf int BP event expl

Figure 3.1: Comparing requirements

it is integrated into the application architecture and execution process, and finally the supporting
paradigms employed by each approach.

The implementation of the adaptation can hold along the lifetime of the application, ranging from
design over deployment, startup time to runtime. But, the adaptation at runtime is more used. We
can also combine those results with those from the comparison of the strategies and notice that the
applications enabling adaptation during the runtime are classified as dynamic application and those
enabling the adaptation at design/compile/starting time are classified as static applications.

The distributed way is more adapted than the centralized manner. In fact, the existing systems
performed the adaptation internally and then propagate thechanges among the components. Besides,
the degree of the integration of the adaptation is sparse, ranging from tightly integrated into the
platform over injected to self-adaption. We can also noticed that the self adaptation/healing systems
are recently considered as the trend of the new systems for the adaptation.

Furthermore, the table depicts that the computational and component paradigms have been rel-
atively more studied than aspect-oriented programming. Nevertheless, the very recent trend is to
separate concerns for both functional and non functional aspects.

Moreover, none of the existing approaches have studied the complexity in the implementation.
How much the adaptation is complex at any time of the lifetimeof the application according must be
addressed. Furthermore, none of existing approaches is related to industry rather to academia.

3.5 Related Work on Adaptation in Information Systems

Due to the constant changes in information systems, the adaptation has been considered crucial. It
has been identified and studied in various information system disciplines. Here, we discuss and show
how to handle the adaptation in component based software Engineering, in software product line and
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Approach Dynamicity Degree of automation Methodology Language/Notation
IVS dynamic auto - constraint language
PMAS dynamic semi-auto top-down constraint language
SCBP dynamic semi-auto top-down DSLs/declarative
METEOR dynamic - - DSLs/declarative
CSANF dynamic semi-auto backtracking Constraint language
ECD static manually top-down BPEL
ASFB dynamic auto backwards BPEL
PAR dynamic auto top-down BPEL
NSLA dynamic semi-auto top-down DSLs/declarative
UDP dynamic auto top-down DSLs/declarative
LPV dynamice manually - DSLs
DIAM dynamic auto - BPEL, DSLs
TASOA dynamic auto - BPEL, DSLs
SELF dynamic auto - BPEL,WSCOL,WSRel
ALR dynamic auto top-down -
AGA dynamic auto top-down BPEl,Yawl
AOPA static semi-auto top-down BPEL/aspects
SAAI static semi-auto - BPEL/procedural
DAI static manually top-down BPEL
RAAOP dynamic on-demand - specific language
ASCE dynamic manually backtracking -
SCENE dynamic auto bottom-up ECA/declarative
ASRAI dynamic semi-auto top-down DSLs/declarative
ASF dynamic manually - DSLs/declarative
PAWS dynamic auto - OWL,DSLs/declarative
BPD static manually context DSLs
CMA dynamic manually context OWL, BPEL

Figure 3.2: Comparing the strategies

parallel programming. We will see, they share the same concerns presented for the SBA.

3.5.1 Adaptation in Component-Based Software Engineering

The problem of building adaptive computing systems has gained dramatically more interest over re-
cent years. The emergence of ubiquitous computing and the growing demand for autonomic comput-
ing are the main factors entailing this interest [110]. Ubiquitous computing aims to remove traditional
boundaries for how, when, and where humans and computers interact. To do this, computer systems
must adapt to its environment of computing platforms and communication networks. Autonomic
computing refers to the ability of a system to manage and protect their own resources. Such systems
require run-time adaptation in order to survive failures, network outages, and security attacks.

In [111] the authors identify the following groups of reasons for software system adaptation:
corrective (remove faulty behavior), adaptive (response to changes affecting the context), extending
(extend the system with new functionalities), and perfective (improve characteristics of an applica-
tion). The authors also classify the adaptation into the following classes: architectural adaptation
(affect the structure of the system), implementation adaptation (affect implementation of the compo-
nents without changing the interface), interface adaptation (affect the interfaces of the components),
geography adaptation (affect distribution of the components over the network). Orthogonally to this,
adaptation approaches in [110] are classified into parameter adaptation, where the variables that de-
termine the system behavior are affected, and the composition adaptation, where the structural parts
of the system are changed.

The rapid growth in the area of adaptation in software engineering is explained by a set of tech-
nological reasons [110]. Separation of concerns, computational reflection, and component-based
design provided programmers with the tools to construct adaptable system in a systematic way, while
widespread use of middleware provided a place to locate and enable adaptive behavior. These tech-
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Approach Timing Location Techniques
Topology Degree/Integration

IVS design/runtime central injected computational
PMAS design central tightly-integ computational
SCBP design/runtime distributed injected computational
METEOR design/deploy distributed tight-integrated component
CSANF runtime distributed injected computational
ECD design distributed tightly-integ computational
ASFB runtime central tightly-integ computational
PAR design distributed tightly-integ computational
NSLA runtime distributed injected component
UDP design central - computational
LPV design/runtime distributed tightly computational
DIAM runtim distributed self-adaptation computational
TASOA runtime distributed self-adaptation computational
SELF design - self-adaptation AOP
ALR runtime - self-adaptation computational
AGA runtime distributed self-adaptation computational
AOPA design central tightly-integrated AOP
SAAI runtime central injected component
DAI runtime distributed injected computational
RAAOP runtime distributed self-adapta AOP
ASCE Deploy/runtime distributed injected computational
SCENE design/deployment/runtime distributed injected component
ASRAI runtime distributed injected component
ASF design distributed - -
PAWS design/runtime distributed self-adaptation computational
BPD design/runtime - - component
CMA design/runtime distributed injected component

Figure 3.3: Comparing the implementation

nologies, combined in different ways, lead to the development of a wide range of application adapta-
tion approaches and principles [110, 112].

Separation of concerns provides a way to separate development of the functionality and the cross-
cutting concerns (e.g., quality of service, security). This principle has become one of the cornerstone
principle in software engineering, and has lead to a wide spread od aspect-oriented programming
(AOP) approach [113]. AOP supports adaptation in several ways. First, many adaptations are rela-
tive to some crosscutting concern (e.g., quality-of-service) and therefore AOP may be used to define
and implement this concern. Second, it permits delaying themodification of the system to run-time,
making adaptation more flexible and dynamic.

Computational reflection refers to the ability of a program to reason about, and possibly alter, its
own behavior. Reflection enables a system to reveal (selected) details of its implementation without
compromising portability. It comprises two activities: introspection (enables an application to observe
its own behavior) and intercession (enables a system or application to act on the observations and
modify its own behavior). Together with AOP, it allows for observing and reasoning on the system
behavior, enabling its run-time modification.

Component-based design comes with well-defined interfaces, providing a way to develop sep-
arately providers and consumers independently, and, therefore, promoting component re-use. We
remark that this technology was further advanced by the service-oriented architecture providing even
better de-coupling, interoperability and re-use of the underlying services (components).

Middleware is a set of services that separate applications from operating systems and protocols.
These services include high-level programming abstractions, different aspects (QoS, security, fault
tolerance, persistence, transactionality), and specific functionalities. Since middleware provides an
abstraction of many adaptation-related concerns, it serves as good place for implementing adaptation
mechanisms.
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The above technologies and principles has many similarities with the service-oriented architec-
tures and technologies for the SBA development. Not surprisingly, a wide range of adaptation ap-
proaches for SBAs adopt similar concepts as the ones for component-based software systems, such
as aspect-oriented approaches, use of middleware for realizing adaptation, etc.

3.5.2 Adaptation in Software Product Line Engineering

Software product line engineering (SPLE [114, 115]) has proven to be the paradigmfor developing a
diversity of similar software applications and software-intensivesystems at low costs, in short time,
and with high quality. Numerous reports document thesignificant achievements of introducing soft-
ware product lines in industry [115].Key to SPLE is to define and realize the commonality and the
variability of the productline and its applications. The commonalities comprise the artifacts and the
propertiesthat are shared by all product line applications. The variability defines how the variousap-
plications derived from the product line can vary. A prerequisite for managing softwareproduct line
variability is the explicit documentation of the variability.

A Framework for Software Product Line Engineering

The SPLE framework depicted in Figure3.4 illustrates the two product line engineering: processes
domain engineering and application engineering. The framework has been developed in the context
of European SPLE research projects ESAPS, CAFE, and FAMILIES [116]. The domain engineering
process is responsible for defining the commonality and the variability of the applications of the prod-
uct line [117]. Furthermore, the do-main artifacts are realized which implement the commonalities
and provide the variability required to derive the set of intended applications. The domain artifacts
constitute the product line platform and include, among others, requirements models (e.g., use case
diagrams), architectural models (e.g., component or classdiagrams) and test models. The application
engineering process is responsible for deriving applications from the domain artifacts. Application
engineering exploits the variability of the domain artifacts by binding (resolving) variability according
to the requirements defined for the particular application.

By splitting the overall development process into do-main engineering and application engineer-
ing a separation of the two concerns building a robust product line platform and creating individual,
customer or market specific applications is established.

Two Approaches for Modelling Variability

To model the variability of a product line, two principle types of approaches are proposed in the
literature. One type of approaches proposes to integrate variability information into existing models.
For example, extensions for UML models by defining stereotypes for product line variability are
proposed (e.g., see [118]), or feature models are extended to facilitate the documentation of variability
information (e.g., FORM [119], CBFM [120]). The other type of approaches proposes employing a
dedicated variability model, i.e. those approaches argue that variability should not be integrated into
existing models, but defined separately. Among, others, theOrthogonal Variability Model (OVM,
[115]) has been proposed for documenting software product line variability in a dedicated model. In
a dedicated variability model only the variability of the product line is documented (independent of
its realization in the various product line artifacts). Thevariability elements (Figure3.5)in a dedicated
variability model are, in addition, related to the elementsin the traditional conceptual models which
“realize” the variability defined by the variability model.

In a dedicated variability model, at least the following information is documented:

• Variation Point (“what does vary?”): This documents a variable item or a variable property of
an item.

• Variant (“how does it vary?”): This documents the possible instances of a variation point.
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Figure 3.4: SPLE Framework (simplified version of the one in [115])

• Variability Constraints: There can be constraints on variability, because product management
decided, e.g., not to offer certain combinations of variants in an application or because the
realization of one variant requires another variant to be present.

A Variability Modeling Method for Adaptable Services in Service-Oriented Computing [121]

The authors observe that techniques for modeling service-based systems mainly focus on the business
process and the service composition layer. However, those techniques do not satisfactorily address
how to model the flexibility which is required by business processes and services. In particular the
authors state that the variability of business processes and services is not explicitly modeled.

According to the authors, implementing adaptive service-based systems requires understanding
the variability of the business processes and of the environment in which the service-based system
will execute. This means that the range of variants which thefuture service-based system will cover
should already be defined during development time.

The contribution proposed to model the variability of a service-based system using principles and
methods from the field of software product line engineering.These include the explicit modeling of
commonalities and the variability of a software product line. The variability of a software product line
is modeled explicitly by variation points and variants. Theauthors observe that an adaptive service-
based system can have different types of variability, whichcan be found at the following layers of a
service-based system:

• Business Process Layer: This layer includes the definition of business processes from the cus-
tomer’s perspective. The authors use BPMN (the Business Process Modeling Notation) to
model the business processes. The required flexibility in the sequence of activities of a busi-
ness process is called Workflow Variability by the authors.
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Figure 3.5: Variability Model and relationship to existingconceptual models

• Unit Service Layer: This layer includes the definition of service units from an architect’s per-
spective, which are necessary for handling a business process. The dynamic composition of
services is called Composition Variability and it is modeled using BPEL (The Business Process
Execution Language).

• Service Interface Layer: This layer includes the definitionof service interfaces which reflect
the requirements of the service units. The interfaces are described by WSDL (The Web Service
Description Language). If alternative interfaces are defined this is called Interface Variability.

• Service Component Layer: This layer includes the implementations of services (according to
their interfaces). Variations in the implementation of an interface are called Logic Variability.

For a description of web services and their composition, theauthors use WSDL and BPEL. Both
concepts employ XML as description language. The respective XML schemas thus are expanded to
describe additional properties and composition possibilities of services. The already presented vari-
ability at Unit Service Level and Service Interface Level are inserted into the relevant XML schema
with the identifier VType. In this way in BPEL variability is introduced in the XML schema via the
BPEL “extension” tag.

By determining the variability types and simple XML-based description of variability, the vari-
ability of an adaptive service-based system can be explicitly documented.

The proposed approach is demonstrated by an abstract of an XML-descriptions which shows how
variability can be described in XML. The example shows the application of the approach for the Unit
Service Layer and Service Interface Layer.

Using Product Line Techniques to Build Adaptive Systems [122]

According to the authors, increasingly distributed systems have to be adapted to changing user needs
and context changes during run-time, while ensuring that there are no substantial disruptions of the
current operation of the service-based application. As theauthors claim, this requires that potential
variations in the configuration of the system (in terms of components) must already be identified
during development of the application, such that the adaptation of the system will be successful
during run-time.

For designing highly flexible distributed adaptive systems, the authors propose to employ tech-
niques from SPLE. Similar to SPLE, where two distinct development processes (domain engineering
and application engineering) exist, the authors separate between common architectural elements and
variable components. This differentiation is made at the conceptual level and the variation points and
their variants are documented in so-called Blueprint Plansand Composition Plans respectively. A
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Blueprint Plan - from the architect’s perspective - documents an atomic component, which can con-
sist of several implementation classes that realize this component. As a consequence, a blueprint plan
documents the variation with respect to the implementationof a component. In a Composition Plan,
a component is described that is composed of other components. The variability in such a (partial)
component architecture is expressed by the concept of a “role”. Roles - as proposed by the authors
- specify the functionality of each single component and itspossible interactions with other compo-
nents. Unfortunately, the authors do not provide further details on the concept of roles. In addition
to the plans, the following kinds of specifications are introduced: Connection Spec, Port Delegation
Spec and Node Deployment Spec. These specifications describe compositions, invocation sequences,
instantiation of components and their variants in more detail. However, the authors do not explain
how to select a component variant. In order to determine at run-time whether an elected composition
fulfils the requirements of the system environment, the following cascade of actions is executed (see
figure3.6). First, a so-called Context Manager evaluates the information from the system environment
and the plans (i.e., the blueprint and composition plans) ofthe active components and forwards the
result to the so-called Adaptation Manager. The AdaptationManager decides whether a new plan of
component composition is necessary. If required, a so-called Configurator carries out the adjustment
steps as instantiation, binding, separation or removal of components.

Figure 3.6: Platform architecture

The proposed solution is not applicable for situations thatrequire dealing with unpredictable
changes. This is due to the fact that in order to adequately respond to such kinds of changes, the
developers have to explicitly describe these changes and develop associated component plans before
the service-based application is deployed. After realization and registration of this variant, it can
also be invoked or replaced by another variant at runtime. Currently, the proposed approach does not
support handling dependencies between variation points and variants.

The proposed conceptual building blocks (blueprint plan, composition plan, etc.) support the
developers in explicitly modelling variable characteristics of components and support the developers
in managing variation during design and implementation of adaptive systems.

The approach has been applied to a simple example from the network area, where the focus was on
how to deal with variable bandwidth and availability of mobile data services. The proposed solution,
applied to this example, was able to provide the required adaptation capabilities during run-time.
Further, the approach has been used in two industrial projects.
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Supporting Runtime System Adaptation through Product LineEngineering and Plug-in Tech-
niques [123])

According to the authors, existing adaptation approaches either focus on the context-, contract- or
goal-driven adaptation of applications. For the end-users, there is hardly any support for user-specific
adaptations of their software during run-time. The authorsthus see a challenge in devising an intuitive
and easy to handle approach for the user-driven adaptation of applications.

The contribution proposes to integrate of techniques for variability modeling from the area of soft-
ware product line engineering (SPLE) and plug-in techniques for extension, adaptation and evolution
of software systems. This integrated approach is designed to support users in adapting their systems
to their individual work situations. This support is enabled through wizards. The wizards allow a
user to select the desired working aids from a digital question catalog. The working aids which are
selected are linked to an internal variability model. This variability model in turn is connected with a
selection of the plug-ins that implement the variants. Thereby, an application can be (re-)configured
based on a user’s intentions. The variability model describes the scope of the adaptation in form of in-
cluded and excluded components, which represent the technical implications of adaptation decisions.
That means that only components can be uploaded, which are linked to the variability model and rep-
resenting “known” variants. With the help of the plug-in concept, it is possible to dynamically upload
components in the run-time environment, and thereby allow the integration of new components into
the running system.

The benefits of the approach are on the one hand, that it enables end-users to (re-)configure
their working area according to their current needs. On the other hand, the link between variant
selection and system (re-)configuration is established by integrating two well-established concepts.
The integration of those concepts allows user-driven adaptation of an application at run-time.

The approach has been implemented as follows: The variability model and decision model have
been realized based on the DOPLER tool suite (Decision-Oriented Product Line Engineering for ef-
fective Reuse, see [124]. The decision for the plug-in platform was made for .NET technologies
(assembly with explicitly specified extensions and slots, deployment). The approach has been de-
veloped in cooperation with a company and has been tailored according to the business cases of this
company. The application scenarios are e.g. on-the-fly product adjustments for sales, targeted soft-
ware upgrades, configuration analysis in productive systems, role-specific system configurations and
tailored on-line training programs for learners.

Dealing with Changes in Service-Oriented Computing Through Integrated Goal and Variability
Modelling [125]

According to the authors, dealing with changes in service-oriented systems requires the following
information:

• knowledge about the rationales for decisions;

• understanding the alternatives;

• traceability between stakeholders’ goals and technical realization elements.

In addition they observe that very flexible and adaptable systems cannot be fully specified in
advance and thus postulate that design methods and modelling techniques are needed in order to
describe flexible and evolvable systems as far as possible ina declarative way.

The approach proposes integrating goal modelling and variability modelling techniques. This is
done by identifying variability aspects ini∗ goal models and by proposing an approach for mapping
i∗ models to variability models. Those variability models in turn are then refined and employed to
support monitoring and adaptation of service-oriented systems.

The proposed approach focuses on the following two “directions” of changes:
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1. Top-down stakeholder-driven changes: A new requirementaffects existing services or service
architecture. Maybe negotiations with 3rd-party service providers are needed and new SLAs
are “signed”. The new decisions have to be considered withinthe service architecture through
reconfiguration.

2. Bottom-up monitoring-driven changes: Monitoring results demand changes within the current
service configuration to fulfil SLA directives.

In order to deal with both kinds of changes, the authors statethat the following facts need to be
considered:

• common and specific (individual) goals of different stakeholders;

• knowledge about the current service configuration;

• information about alternative service configurations;

• traceability information to handle dependencies between goals, service types, services and ser-
vice instances (see definitions below);

• kind of representation of the system at different levels to understand the assignment of stake-
holders’ needs down to the current and alternative system configurations.

The proposed approach allows modelling these different facts together with traceability and variability
information to support system adaptation. In order to map between these facts, the authors propose
integrating the meta-models ofi∗ and the variability modelling language used.

To map concretei∗ models to variability models, the authors have identified six different types
of variability (e.g. softgoal and instance variability) and show how these can be specified with the
differenti∗ modelling constructs and map to variability models.

The mapping betweeni∗ models and variability models is supported by the DOPLER tool suite.
The Variability management engine (VME) of this tool is usedto manage the variability model of
available service instances, services, and goals togetherwith the relevant traceability information.
Additionally, the engine computes the impact of changes based on the monitoring results or based on
user-triggered adaptations. The Monitoring component of the tool receives its monitoring parameters
from the VME and offers additionally runtime parameters (e.g. response time, service-life-cycle).
The Adaptor component of the tool ultimately performs the requested updates of the service-oriented
system.

The approach presents how a variability model can be derivedfrom ani∗ goal model and how
this variability - derived from the goal model - can be employed to support the monitoring as well as
adaptation of service-based applications.

The approach is illustrated by two scenarios demonstratinga top-down-change and a bottom-up-
change in a virtual travel booking system. It is illustrated, how a change has to be considered on the
different layers (e.g. goal definition, variability modelling, service implementation, monitoring and
adaptation mechanism).

3.5.3 Dynamic Adaptation for Parallel Programs

Parallel and distributed programming can be used as a basis to build single high performance services.
In this case the design of a High Performance service is a “flavour” of parallel programming because
the service is implemented as a parallel program. This seemsto be the simplest case.

With this view in mind, the composition of High Performance services is not so easy because if the
interface of a service is implemented within a single node ofthe system, all requests will be serialized
between these services, thus the composition of parallel services have no chance to guarantee the
same level of performance. In this case, one can reuse the “parallel component” based approaches for
Grid computing such as GRID CCM [126] allowing efficient communication and described in more
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details in deliverable PO-JRA 2.3.1. Within such a component model, the internal logic of the service
can be self-adaptable by using the infrastructure facilities such as load balancing and scheduling.

Another view of parallel and distributed Grid computing is to see a parallel (distributed) program
as a special composition of services. In this case, some tools designed for parallel programming can be
used or customized for orchestration and choreography of services. Things are not so simple because
parallel programs communication model is message passing model and not based on client/server
approaches,so quite far from service oriented compositions.

However, in GRID computing some attempts to design self-adaptable software have been done
independently of the communication model, thus can be reused for services : ASSIST [127] and
Dynaco [128]

3.6 Observations

3.6.1 Key challenges

If Web services technology shall be applied to a broad spectrum of applications, it will have to be
significantly improved with respect to some capabilities. In particular, in dynamic environments it
must be possible to quickly implement and deploy new services, to enable ad-hoc modifications of
single service instances at runtime (e.g., to add, delete orshift service steps), and to support evolution
that might occur in the environment. These requirements must be met without affecting service
consistency and by preserving the robustness of the applications.

There are many research issues concerning adaptation that users will further benefit from the
advances:

• The integration and verification of domain knowledge will help in the development of adaptive
service management technology. It is necessary to design a framework for defining semantic
constraints over services in such a way that they can expressreal-world domain knowledge on
the one hand and are still manageable concerning the effort of adaptation.

• Providing correctness criteria to decide how to adapt web services.

• Identification of actual differences between the (interface and protocol) specifications of a given
pair of Web services, and the composition of adapter template solutions for resolving mis-
matches between protocols to generate the adapter code.

• Another interesting issue is to investigate a framework forautomatic adaptation that accom-
modates hybrid constraints. In this case, a possible solution is to study a way to combine
solvers. This will provide more flexibility and let users concentrate on requirements rather than
on implementation.

3.6.2 Conclusion and research perspectives

This survey is motivated by the problem of identifying and analyzing approaches for adaptation in the
context of Web services. This problem has become extremely important in the age of the world-wide
web, Internet connectivity, and globalisation, but also due to the numerous architectural decisions to
be made and their impact on quality goals. The importance of the problem was, for example, recog-
nized and emphasized by many researchers and organizations, which consider design methodologies
and maintenance for advanced service-oriented applications as a main challenge problem. As a result,
there have been numerous efforts by leading research groupsto address this problem. All this is to
say that the general motivation for the problem of adaptation is widely accepted as being very strong
and of recent interest.

Current approaches for adaptability of service based applications mostly focus on the infras-
tructural layer or on specific aspects of the behaviour of service compositions, such as binding and
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enactment. Comprehensive approaches covering higher-level aspects of the service composition and
coordination layer and the business process management layer are still to be defined. So far, no inte-
grated cross-layer approach to adaptation has been devised. In service based applications, adaptation
can invoke different services. Traditionally, these services are web-services that deliver computational
and informational services to users. More recently, declarative user-interface definition languages and
tools can enable automatic user interface development based on invoked services, thus enabling co-
herent adaptation of both the application behaviour and itsuser interface. Several emerging standards
and technologies provide important input to the integration of research activities in user-level adapt-
ability.
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Glossary

• Adaptation is a process of modifying Service-Based Application in order to satisfy new re-
quirements and to fit new situations dictated by the environment on the basis of Adaptation
Strategies designed by the system integrator.

• Adaptation Requirements and Objectivesare the requirements and needs that the Service-
Based Application should achieve in reaction of critical changes and events.

• Adaptation Strategiesdefine the possible ways to achieve Adaptation Requirementsand Ob-
jectives given the available Adaptation Mechanisms.

• Adaptation Mechanismsare the tools and mechanisms provided by the underlying platform
in different Functional Layers of Service-Based Application that allow for implementation of
various Adaptation Strategies.

• Adapter is a hardware device or software component, that converts transmitted data from one
presentation form to another.

• Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is a programming paradigm that attempts to aid pro-
grammers in the separation of concerns, specifically cross-cutting concerns, as an advance in
modularization.

• Business Activity is apart of a business process consisting of a series of activities implemented
across workflow systems, ERP systems and legacy applications, possibly across organizational
boundaries.

• Business Activity Monitoring provides near real-time monitoring of Business Activities, mea-
surement of Key Performance Indicators, their presentation in dashboards, and automatic and
proactive notification in case of deviations.

• Business Intelligence (BI)refers to technologies, applications and practices for thecollec-
tion, integration, analysis, and presentation of businessinformation and also sometimes to the
information itself.

• BPEL (Web Services Business Process Execution Language)is a de-facto standard language
for specifying business process behavior based on Web Services.

• Component-based Software Engineering (CBSE)is a branch of the software engineering
discipline, with emphasis on decomposition of the engineered systems into functional or logical
components with well-defined interfaces used for communication across the components.

• Computational reflection refers to the ability of a program to reason about, and possibly alter,
its own behavior.

• Context refers to the physical and social situation in which a Service-Based Application or
a service is embedded. It is defined by any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of an entity - be it a person, a place or a physical orcomputational object.
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• Diagnosisis the process of finding the cause of a problem starting from an observable mani-
festation (symptom) of the problem itself.

• Evolution of Service-Based Application is a long-term history of continuous modification of
SBA after its deployment in order to correct faults, to improve performance or other attributes,
or to adapt the product to a modified environment.

• Grid Computing is on-line computation or storage offered as a service supported by a pool of
distributed computing resources, also known as utility computing, on-demand computing, or
cloud computing. Data grids provide controlled sharing andmanagement of large amounts of
distributed data, often used in combination with computational grids.

• Key Performance Indicator (KPI) are financial and non-financial metrics used to help an or-
ganization define and measure progress toward organizational goals. KPIs are used in Business
Intelligence to assess the present state of the business andto prescribe a course of action.

• Mediation refers to an activity in which a neutral third party, the mediator, assists two or more
parties in order to help them achieve an agreement on a matterof common interest.

• Middleware is layer of services separating applications from operating systems and network
protocols.

• Monitor is a program or a set of programs that observes the execution of SBA.

• Monitoring is a process of collecting and reporting relevant information about the execution
and evolution of the Service-Based Application.

• Monitoring Events are the events that deliver the relevant information about the application
evolution and changes in the environment.

• Monitoring Mechanisms are the tools and facilities for continuous observing and detecting
relevant Monitoring Events.

• Optimization of Service-Based Application is the process of modifying anapplication to make
some aspect of it work more efficiently or use fewer resources.

• Parallel programs refer to a set of software technologies to express parallel algorithms and
match applications with the underlying parallel systems.

• Process Miningis a set of techniques and methods that allow for the analysisof business pro-
cesses based on event logs. They are often used when no formaldescription of the process can
be obtained by other means, or when the quality of an existingdocumentation is questionable

• Recovery (Repair)is a process of restoring the application after failing to perform one or more
of its functions to fully satisfactory execution by any means other than replacement of the entire
application.

• Service-Based Applications (SBA)is an application composed by a number of possibly in-
dependent services, available in a network, which perform the desired functionalities of the
architecture. Such services could be provided by third parties, not necessarily by the owner of
the service-based application.

• Service-Level Agreement (SLA)is that part of a service contract where the level of service
is formally defined. In practice, the term SLA is sometimes used to refer to the contracted
delivery time (of the service) or performance.

• Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE)refers to engineering methods, tools and tech-
niques for creating a collection of similar software systems from a shared set of software assets
using a common means of production.
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